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Introducing

Stores!

Omot

The vast majority of our shops
are tax-free. We also have instore Tax-free Counters which
can handle enquiries and
transactions in several languages.
And for an extra charge, we
can also offer to deliver your
shopping to your hotel, or even
an overseas location.

Omot

Comprehensive support for our overseas customers
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Over the last few years, department store support services for overseas customers have become
increasingly comprehensive. Not only do we have bilingual staff and multilingual floor guides,
but also Point and Speak Sheets for our staff who cannot speak foreign languages. We have
come to handle nearly all major credit cards for shopping, and some department stores have
,
even set up currency exchange areas. With us, you don t even need to go to the bank! Pretty
,
convenient, don t you think?

enashi
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Department store services are basically free

In addition to free fitting rooms (which goes without saying), we have a host of other services
which are basically provided free of charge, including shoe-fittings, makeup testing, and food
tasters. And if you are choosing your souvenirs, you can even enlist the help of a concierge
who will warmly attend to your needs! Our cloakroom services, where you may leave your
luggage and purchased items, are another convenient feature. And even in the rare instance
that services entail an extra charge, we will take utmost care to inform you in advance.

Department stores offer the
highest quality goods from
both inside and outside Japan.
Put simply, if a product fails to
convince our buyers (whose
sense for quality has only been
strengthened by demanding
customers), it will never make
its way to our shop floor.

Omot

enashi

enashi
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If you would like free
wrapping for your gifts, we
can provide that too. We
can even add a carefully
tied ribbon and a message
card.

Top-class products approved even
by discerning Japanese customers

Omot
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Welcome to the land of totally unmarked and unscratched products! The Japanese are said to
be the strictest in the world when it comes to product quality. And it goes without saying that
department stores are lined with reliable products which pass the approval tests set by these
highly discerning customers. Quality is a given, which is why, for example, the safety of our food
products is given the highest importance. There is something very appealing about the fact that if
you buy something from a department store, you need never worry about the quality.

Combining clothing, foods and homeware to ensure
the whole family can have fun throughout the day

A large number of department stores offer a huge variety of food products on basement floors known
,
as Depa-Chika. In-store, it is standard to have cosmetics and jewelry on the 1st floor, ladies shoes
,
and bags on the 2nd floor, and then several floors of ladies fashion. The upper floors are dedicated
,
to menswear and children s goods, home living, kitchen items and gifts. There will also be an event
floor for you to enjoy, while the very top floors with the spectacular view are reserved for restaurants.
,
There s so much to enjoy that you and your family could easily spend an entire day with us!

Mum goes off shopping, dad
takes the kids upstairs for
some enjoyment, and then
everyone meets up on the
restaurant floor afterwards.
Everyone can have fun in their
own way.

Omot

Department stores serve
as landmarks at the most
important stations, and might
well be dubbed “the face of
the town.” Our Information
Desks are ever-ready to greet
our customers with a smile!

enashi

Convenient shopping near the train station

enashi
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,
A comprehensive rail network running impeccably on time is one of Japan s famed characteristics.
But what the Japanese especially like is convenient facilities easily accessible from the train station. And
among the most convenient of those facilities are department stores, located in prime locations which
often adjoin the stations themselves. With us, you have a space near to the station with a fantastic
product lineup clearly divided among different floors. Not only can you shop easily but we can even take
care of your baggage, meaning that you can confidently walk around all day and never get tired!

The Japanese Department Store:
a Treasure House of Hospitality
Japanese department stores have become world-famous for their highly considerate form of customer care known as omotenashi
Japanese hospitality. The thinking behind our services revolves around the question: Just how pleasant an experience can our
visitors have? It is about putting ourselves in the customer ,s shoes, and ensuring that our services reflect the spirit of carefully
considered customer care. And if you experience our services first-hand, you will most likely get to know Japan even better!
2

* Please be aware that not all department stores will offer every service printed on this page. We thank you for your understanding.
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Superb items you can only find in Japan

Shopping Pleasure!
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59 Kintetsu Department Store Main Store
ABENO HARUKAS
［近鉄百貨店 あべのハルカス近鉄本店］
59 Tsuruya Department Store［鶴屋百貨店］
Kanto/
Koshinetsu
Areas

31 Nagoya Sakae Mitsukoshi［名古屋栄三越］
32 Matsuzakaya Nagoya［松坂屋名古屋店］
Kyushu
Areas

32 Matsuzakaya Shizuoka［松坂屋静岡店］

Kansai/
Chugoku
Areas

Hokuriku/
Chubu
Areas

33 Kansai/ Chugoku Areas
36 JR KYOTO ISETAN［ジェイアール京都伊勢丹］

【 Icon Viewpoints 】

36 Daimaru Kyoto［大丸京都店］
37 TAKASHIMAYA KYOTO STORE［京都タカシマヤ］
38 Daimaru Umeda［大丸梅田店］

Tax-free Counter

Currency exchange

Overseas
delivery

Coin lockers;
cloakrooms

Demonstration
sales
Stores integrated with restaurants;
dining spaces

39 TAKASHIMAYA OSAKA STORE［大阪タカシマヤ］
41 Hanshin Department Store Umeda Main Store［阪神梅田本店］

Chinesespeaking staff

Specialist advisers

38 Daimaru Shinsaibashi［大丸心斎橋店］
40 Hankyu Department Store Umeda Main Store［阪急うめだ本店］

Englishspeaking staff

A

Address

B

Tel

C

Opening Hours

＊ Prices listed in this guidebook are tax-included, unless specifically written otherwise.
＊ The information in this booklet is accurate as of October 2018. Please be aware that there will be instances in which the information has since changed.

Dedicated refrigerated
food lockers
Closed

Access
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This information is
accurate as of January
2019. Please be aware
that the tax-free system
may be subject
to change.

Enjoy more fun and more bargains!
Make the most of the tax-free
shopping system!
ing

Shopp

Department Store Shopping: Convenient and Worry-free！
The Tax-Free System, which allows you to enjoy
shopping in Japan, has been reformed to bring
you even more benefits! Whether purchasing
your most coveted items or souvenirs, you are
really going to reap the benefits from tax-free
shopping in Japan.

1.
2.
4.
4

Most department stores operate highly convenient Tax-free Counters which allow you to complete the tax-free shopping process for items purchased on any floor. Feel free to enjoy a relaxing,
high-quality shopping experience!

Tax-free Shopping : Points of Note
The daily purchase amounts (per person, per store)
that qualify for tax-free shopping differ for general
items and consumables. For general items (bags,
shoes, watches, jewelry, clothes, golf items, craft
items, etc.), the tax-free amount is 5,000 yen or
above (excluding tax). For consumables (cosmetics, foods, drinks, tobacco, supplements, etc.), the
tax-free amount is between 5,000 yen and 500,000
yen (excluding tax). Please remember that items
qualify as tax-free only on the day of purchase.
However, as a result of reforms to the Tax-Free System made in July 2018, if you designate general items
you buy to be treated as consumables (i.e. placed inside a designated bag which you do not open before
leaving Japan), you can now – unlike before – combine purchases of general items and consumables in
order to reach tax-free shopping thresholds.

You will need to show your
passport in order to complete
the tax-free shopping process.
When shopping in Japan,
please make sure to bring a
passport with a Japan Entry
Stamp inside.

We will provide a designated bag for products designated as consumables.
Please do not open the designated bag before leaving Japan.
If the bag is found to be opened
at customs, you will be made to
pay the relevant consumption
tax at that time.

=
General Items

Consumables

General Items

Total purchases of
at least 5,000 yen
will qualify
as tax-free

General Items

=

Total purchases
between 5,000 and
500,000 yen will
qualify as tax-free

=

Purchases of
consumables
between 5,000 and
500,000 yen will
qualify as tax-free

Consumables

Consumables

3.
5.

Under Japanese Law, you
must apply for tax-free status on the day of purchase.
Items purchased on previous days cannot be included
in your tax-free application.

Please be aware that you
cannot complete the taxfree shopping process on
another person’s card,
even if the cardholder is a
member of your family.

Fantastic DepaGuide to

Depa-chika:

Depa-Chika

6-point checklist

Point

01 Seasonal

Height-of-season
products

Point

01
Seasonal

Japan is a country where the four seasons clearly reveal their
differences. The first depa-chika charms that spring to mind are the
displays which reflect the season. Starting with the showcase sweets
and household dishes, depa-chika boast a full lineup of height-ofseason foods which you can enjoy with all five of your senses.

Point

02

Local

Delicious products
from across the country

Only in Japan can you find 47 regions displaying a variety of
individual climates and natural features. And if you want to relish
all those famous local products renowned throughout the country
− the ingredients, the household dishes, the cakes, and the local
sake − look no further than the department stores!

Point

03 Exclusive

Items which are
only available here!

TAKASHIMAYA KYOTO STORE
（P37）
“Seasonal Unbaked Confectionery Corner”

TOKYU DEPARTMENT STORE SAPPORO STORE
（P11）
"Tsukiji Nakajima Suisan”

“Exclusive” is a word that gets an immediate reaction from the
Japanese. And the institution responsible for sparking the “exclusive”
boom was none other than the department store! Depa-chika also
boast packaging and product variations unique to particular stores.
These exclusive items are certainly well worth coming to see!

Point

04 Fresh

Invigorating freshness

It goes without saying that depa-chika are full of fresh foods including
fruits, vegetables, fish and meat. Furthermore, if you get leg-weary
while shopping, you can refresh yourself in the depa-chika by picking
up some fresh juice from a nearby stand.

Point

05 Experts

Advice from
those who know

SOGO HIROSHIMA
（P44）

Point

03
Exclusive

1.JR KYOTO ISETAN（P36）“AOZASHIKARARI” 2.Nagoya Sakae
Mitsukoshi
（P31）
“Hollandische Kakao-Stube” 3.TOKYU DEPARTMENT
STORE TOYOKO STORE
（P22）
“ANDERSEN”
1

06 Displays

2

Beautiful displays
well worth a look

Just as with window shopping, you can have more than enough
fun by simply looking around all the various displays within
the depa-chika. Fruits arranged like flower shop bouquets and
the delicately arranged vegetables practically implore for their
photographs to be taken!
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02
Local

“Liquor Corner”

Depa-chika boast such a rich variety of goods that you might even
find yourself stuck for which ones to choose! However, a reassuring
presence is provided by the array of specialist experts on offer,
including concierges, sommeliers and sake masters! There are even
“vegetable sommeliers” and “sweets attendants” at your service!

Point

Point

3

Chika!

Filled with delicious items
available only now and at particular stores!
Why exactly do depa-chika captivate so many visitors?
,
Is it their delicious foods? Their product lineups? Oh no, that s certainly not
all! Please make sure to read our checklist of Depa-chika charms!

1

Isetan Shinjuku Store
（P16）

“Sushi Avenue K's”

Point

04
Fresh

1 . TA K A S H I M AYA
YOKOHAMA STORE
（P26）“Takano Fruit
Parlor” 2.Daimaru
Shinsaibashi（P38）
“Shinsaibashi Marche”
2

Iwataya Main Store（P49）
“DASSAI STORE”

TAKASHIMAYA YOKOHAMA STORE
（P26）
“AUDREY”

Point

05
Experts
Shibuya Hikarie ShinQs
（P23）
“POTASTA”

Point

06
Displays
7

♯ SapporoClockTower

Hokkaido
Aomori
Iwate

Akita

s

Area

Miyagi

Yamagata

Fukushima

Hokkaido / Tohoku Areas

Depa-Chika

Hokkaido/
Tohoku
Guide to

Japan

Hokkaido was originally cultivated in the Meiji Era (1868-1912). Nowadays,
Sapporo city has become a sizable metropolis home to 1.96 million people!
And the night lights rank among the New Three Major Night Views of Japan!
Meanwhile, the leading city in the Tohoku region, Sendai, has been bolstered by
a planted forest since the days of the great military general Masamune Date, and
continues to be known as the City of the Forest.

♯ Sapporo
♯ SapporoSnowFestival ♯ February

＃ Sapporo
＃ FormerHokkaidoGovernment
OfﬁceBuilding

＃ Furano
＃ Lavender
＃ July

♯ SendaiTanabata
♯ August

♯ Sendai ♯ ZelkovaTrees
♯ JozenjiStreet

♯ Sendai ♯ AobaCastle
♯ DateMasamune
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Sapporo Town Map
[Airport Access]

The panoramic Sapporo view
from the observation deck on
the 38 th floor is a must-see!

JR TOWER

Rapid Airport Service
(approx. 40min)

Observatory T38

Sapporo
Sta.
Airport Limousine Bus

Shin-Chitose
Airport

Hotel Nikko Sapporo

(approx. 70min)

Hakodate Line

Yodobashi
Camera

5
ESTA
(1 ～ 4F BIC CAMERA)

JR Sapporo Sta.

Daimaru Sapporo
大丸札幌店

Tokyu Department Store Sapporo Store

STELLAR PLACE

東急百貨店さっぽろ店

ASTY45
KEIO PLAZA HOTEL
SAPPORO

Sapporo Sta.

e
ku Lin

Central Police Station
Yamada Denki
Let your hair down at
the Sapporo Snow Festival
and other large-scale
seasonal events.

Sapporo
Sightseeing
Covered
Wagon

230

Odori P

Sapporo Clock
Tower
Sapporo Municipal
Office

oro

Sapp

Chuo Bus Terminal

Marui Imai Sapporo Main Store
丸井今井札幌本店

r

SAPPORO PARCO

tca
Stree

36

ikoji
Tanuk

Shiseikan shogakko
mae Sta.

Odori Bus
Center

Odori
Sta.

Richmond Hotel
Sapporo Odori

The arcade stretches
out at Hokkaido’
s oldest
shopping district.
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SAPPORO TV
TOWER

Nishi yon chome Sta.

TOKYU HANDS

With its lovely time-telling
bell chimes, this clock tower
is the symbol of Sapporo.

Odori Sta.

札幌三越

Nishi hatchome Sta.

Hotel Monterey
Edelhof Sapporo

ark

Sapporo Mitsukoshi
Sapporo View Hotel
Odori Park

e
ho Lin
ay To

Snowbrand Parlor

mbo
ay Na

Sapporo
Grand Hotel

Richmond Hotel
Sapporo Ekimae

Subw

Akarenga
Terrace

Subw

Botanic Garden,
Hokkaido
University
Hokkaido
Government
Former Hokkaido
Government
Building

ANA Crowne Plaza
Sapporo

Sapporo Sta.

These beautiful red brick
constructions are registered as
Important Cultural Properties.

Don Quijote
Susukino is bustling with a wide variety
of shops, including regional cuisine
restaurants, bars, and karaoke clubs.

Susukino Sta.

SUSUKINO
LAFILER

Sapporo Ramen
Yokocho
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The Hokkaido Food Select Shop,
directly connected to Odori Subway
Station, is generating a real buzz.

Enjoy the taste of signature
Hokkaido ramen shops
in your own home!

We are located in the Odori area of Sapporo. Our Odori
Building houses the basement food hall, with fresh foods
and vegetables on B1F, and confectionery and spirits on
B2F. Meanwhile, KITA KITCHEN, constructed in the
underground passage adjoining the Odori Building, offers
food from across the Hokkaido spectrum, including bread
and dairy products made from local Hokkaido ingredients.
Sapporo

札幌

Marui Imai Sapporo
Main Store

［丸井今井札幌本店］

1

www.marui-imai.jp

2

A 2-11 Minami-ichijo-nishi, Chuo-ku, Sapporo-shi,
Hokkaido
B +81-(0)11-205-1151
C 10:30am-7:30pm
Jan 1st, Irregular holidays
Exits 20, 22 and 33 of Odori Metro Sta.

3

｜Services offered｜
1. KITA KITCHEN sells famous ramen from shops across Hokkaido. Take these muchvaunted tastes home with you, and enjoy at a time of your choosing. 2. Friendly staff
will help you choose your products. 3. KITA KITCHEN can be found just outside the
underground passage leading from Odori Building B2F.

With gourmet specialties
from across Hokkaido and Japan
all under one roof, our basement
food hall is certainly garnering
attention!

We host popular sake brands
from local Hokkaido breweries
that are the pride of the region.

Items from the world s famous, long-standing brands are
gathered under one roof on B1F and B2F of the Main
Building. The Dining Mariage section of B1F offers
household dishes in addition to choice sake and wines,
while the Dining Bar area allows you to enjoy a mariage
of alcohol and snacks.
Sapporo
1

1
2

3

札幌

Sapporo Mitsukoshi

［札幌三越］

www.mitsukoshi.co.jp/sapporo
A 3-8 Minami-ichijo-nishi, Chuo-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido
B +81-(0)11-271-3311
C 10am-7pm / Main Bldg. 2F-B2, North Bldg. 10am7:30pm
Jan 1st, Irregular holidays
Exits 12 and 13 of Odori Metro Sta.

｜Services offered｜
1. B1F’
s Dining Mariage showcases an abundant array of domestic and international liquor,
and a vast selection of Hokkaido sake. 2. Staff expertly versed in sake and shochu will help
you select your products. 3. Enjoy a“mariage”of alcohol and snacks at the counter of our
Dining Bar (3pm-7pm［last orders］
; from 1pm on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays).
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The department store adjoining
Sapporo Station
with its shining array of
Hokkaido deliciousness!

Two layers of cheese combine to
produce a melt-in-the-mouth feeling,
soft as snow.

Sapporo s newest department store boasts a fabulous
lineup of popular food brands. B1s Cheeks Town lives up
to its Japanese name ( fill your cheeks with deliciousness )
with a bulging selection of fresh foods, household dishes,
confectionery and liquor.

Sapporo

札幌

Daimaru Sapporo

［大丸札幌店］

1

www.daimaru.co.jp/sapporo/
A 4-7 Kita-gojo-nishi, Chuo-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido
B +81-(0)11-828-1111 (switchboard)
C 10am-8pm / 8F Restaurant Arcade 11am-10pm
Jan 1st
Directly connected to both JR Sapporo and Sapporo
Metro Sta.

3

2

｜Services offered｜
1. We are the only department store in Sapporo to host a branch of the prominent Hokkaido
sweets brand LeTAO, whose hallmark product is this Double Fromage Cheesecake (1,728
yen, 12cm diameter). 2.“Tokachi Daimyo”Hanetsuki Taiyaki Pie (216 yen) represents the
perfect blend between a crunchy butter-scented texture and coarse red bean paste. 3. We
adjoin Sapporo Station.

Our basement food hall was given
a new look in April 2018!

You can buy Hokkaido confectionery
in individual pieces.

Our B1 food area, Tokyu Food Show, was fully renovated
in April 2018. The opening of our Grand Vin Cellar,
with around 2,000 types of wine and sake, adds a further
layer of charm. We have a complete range of awesome
Hokkaido products, including those from a large shop
run by ISHIYA, makers of the popular Shiroi Koibito
biscuits.
Sapporo

札幌

TOKYU DEPARTMENT STORE
SAPPORO STORE

1
3

2

［東急百貨店さっぽろ店］

www.tokyu-dept.co.jp/sapporo/
A 2 Kita-yojo-nishi, Chuo-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido
B +81-(0)11-212-2211
C10am-8pm /“Dining dining”10F restaurants 11am10:30pm (certain shops close at 10pm)
Jan 1st
3-min walk from JR Sapporo Sta. South Exit / 2-min
walk from Sapporo Metro Sta. Namboku Line, and
1-min walk from Toho Line (directly connected via
underground passage)

｜Services offered｜

1. The ISHIYA shop’
s Cookie Corner allows you to buy individual pieces of popular items such as
Anko (azuki bean paste) Financier and Cookies. 2. The Grand Vin Cellar is stocked with prominent
spirits from both inside and outside Japan, including wine, sake and shochu. We even have more
than 100 variants of Hokkaido wine, which has gained attention of late. 3. Souvenir Plaza offers
souvenir ramen from famous Hokkaido shops as well as an abundance of local confectionery.
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The long-standing department
store for fashion and gifts
which faces the rows of
thickly-grown zelkova trees
on Aoba-dori Street.

The Japanese and Western liquor corner,
which houses sake from all 25 of
Miyagi Prefecture s breweries,
will satisfy any sake lover.

This prominent department store in the Tohoku region
was established in the Edo period. It is most attractive
for its range of famous Sendai products, and you can be
sure to find fantastic souvenirs in B1s Gourmet World.
Furthermore, the Main Building 1F has an integrated Taxfree Shopping Counter which can even handle products
from participating stores in the adjacent shopping arcade.
Sendai
1
2

仙台

FUJISAKI

［藤崎］

3

www.fujisaki.co.jp/

A 3-2-17 Ichibancho, Aoba-ku, Sendai-shi, Miyagi
B +81-(0)22-261-5111
Irregular holidays
C 10am-7:30pm
A 10-min walk from JR Sendai Sta. / The Main Bldg.
B2 is directly connected to Aoba-dori Ichibancho Metro
Sta. on the Tozai Line
1. Floor B1’
s Western and Japanese spirits section contains sake from all 25 of Miyagi
Prefecture’
s breweries. Tasting sessions are planned for every week. 2. Sendai Dagashi sweets
have been passed down from the days of local hero Masamune Date’
s clan. A simple flavor
derived from starch syrup and sticky rice. 3. We are located right in the center of Sendai,
and our Integrated Tax-free Shopping Counter even handles products from participating
stores in the adjacent shopping arcade.

SHOP TAX FREE APP

It’s your world.
Shop Tax Free
with confidence.
The free SHOP TAX FREE app
makes tax refunds easier than
ever. Download the app today.

SHOP TAX FREE

｜Services offered｜

＃ Shibuya
＃ ScrambleCrossing

Gunma
Nagano
Saitama

Niigata
Tochigi
Ibaraki

Chiba
Yamanashi
Tokyo
Kanagawa

Kanto / Koshinetsu Area

Depa-Chika

Kanto/
Koshinetsu
Guide to

s

Area

Shinjuku, Shibuya, Ikebukuro, Ginza ̶ Japan,s capital city is simply dotted with
shopping areas. Here, department stores take on the roles of station landmarks.
Meanwhile, on the outskirts of Tokyo lie two cities with firm links to the old Edo
capital: Kawagoe (also known as Little Edo ) to the northwest, and Ibaraki (of
Mito Komon fame) to the northeast. And to the south lies the ultra-exotic port
city of Yokohama!

Japan

♯ Shinjuku
♯ Skyscraper

＃ Yokohama

＃ NightView
＃ Minatomirai

＃ ShinjukuILandTower

＃ TokyoSkytree

＃ Mito ＃ Plum
＃ Kairakuen ＃ March

＃ Kawagoe

＃ TokinoKane
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Tokyo Town Map

Komagome
Sta.

Sunshine City

Tobu Department Store Ikebukuro

Otsuka Sta.

東武百貨店 池袋店

Rikugien
Gardens

Sunshine
Aquarium

Seibu Ikebukuro

A world-first! See the newly
opened overhead penguin
tank on the high-rise rooftop.

西武池袋本店

Yam
ano

Mejiro Sta.

te L
ine

Ikebukuro Sta.

Sugamo
Sta.

Takadanobaba
Sta.

Get a stunning view of the Tokyo
cityscape from the tallest observation
deck in the municipal area.
Okubo
Sta.

Isetan Shinjuku Store
伊勢丹新宿店

Shinjuku Sta.

Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Buildings

Takashimaya Shinjuku Store

Ichigaya
Sta.

新宿タカシマヤ

Shinjuku Gyoen
National Garden

Yotsuya Sta.

Keio Department Store, Shinjuku
京王百貨店 新宿店

Sendagaya
Sta.

Meiji Jingu
Shrine

Imperial

Shinanomachi
Sta.

Akasaka Imperial
Residence
New National Stadium

Tokyu Department Store HONTEN（Main store）
東急百貨店 本店

Yoyogi Park

Li

The Chidorigafuchi-ryokudo
Walkway is famous throughout
the country as a prime cherry
blossom viewing location.

Iidabashi
Sta.

uo

小田急百貨店 新宿店

ne

Shin-Okubo Sta.

Odakyu Department Store Shinjuku

Ch

HigashiNakano
Sta.

Tokyo Dome City

Harajuku Sta.

Omotesando Hills

Hankyu Men’
s
阪急メンズ東京

This will be the main stadium
for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic
& Paralympic Games
(currently under construction).

Seibu Shibuya
西武渋谷店

109

Shibuya Hikarie ShinQs
渋谷ヒカリエ ShinQs

Shibuya Sta.

Roppongi Hills

Tokyo
Tower

Tokyu Department Store Toyoko Store
東急百貨店 東横店

都

園

田

急

東

線

市
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to Haneda
Airport

Nishi-Nippori
Sta.
Nippori Sta.

Ueno Zoological Gardens

Uguisudani
Sta.

Ueno
Park
Ueno Zoo is Tokyo’
s No.1
hot topic after the birth of
the adorable Giant Panda.

With its enormous paper lanterns,
the vermillion-lacquered Kaminarimon
Gate is a landmark of Asakusa.

Sumida
Park

Ueno Sta.

TOKYO SKYTREE

Matsuzakaya Ueno Sensoji Temple
松坂屋上野店

To

T oe i O ed
o Li ne

ei O
e d o L ine

Okachimachi
Sta.

Kanda Myojin Shrine

This hall hosts the
Japanese national
sport of sumo
(Tokyo tournaments
are held in January,
May, and September).

UENO FRONTIER TOWER

Suidobashi Sta.

Daimaru Tokyo

Chu

Nippon Budokan

o Lin
e

Ochanomizu
Sta.

Akihabara
Sta.

Asakusabashi
Sta.

Ryogoku
Kokugikan
Ryogoku Sta.

Sobu Line

Nihombashi Mitsukoshi Main Store

Kinshicho Sta.

日本橋三越本店

Kanda
Sta.

大丸東京店

Kodemmacho Sta.
Shin-Nihombanshi Sta.

Nihombashi Takashimaya S.C.

Palace

日本橋髙島屋 S.C.

Tokyo Sta.

[Airport Access]

’ Tokyo
Yurakucho Sta.
Hatchobori Sta.

Matsuya Ginza

Ke

iyo

Lin

e

Narita
International
Airport

松屋銀座

e Lin
e
anot

Ueno
Sta.

Narita Express
(approx. 50min)

Tokyo
Sta.

Keisei Skyliner
(approx. 50min)

Ikebukuro
Sta.

Narita Express
(approx. 75min)

Shinjuku
Sta.

Narita Express
(approx. 70min)

Shibuya
Sta.

Ginza Mitsukoshi

Shimbashi
Sta.

Yam

Keisei Skyliner
(approx. 40min)

銀座三越

Hama-rikyu
Gardens

Hamamatsucho
Sta.

Tokyo
International
Airport
(Haneda)

Keikyu Limited Express &
JR Yamanote Line (approx. 35min)

Ueno
Sta.

Keikyu Limited Express &
JR Yamanote Line (approx. 25min)

Tokyo
Sta.

Keikyu Limited Express &
JR Yamanote Line (approx. 45min)

Ikebukuro
Sta.

Keikyu Limited Express &
JR Yamanote Line (approx. 40min)

Shinjuku
Sta.

Keikyu Limited Express &
JR Yamanote Line (approx. 30min)

Shibuya
Sta.
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How about this special bottle proposed
by our on-site sommelier?

1
3

Noriyoshi Miyazawa has
been our permanent
sommelier since the Vintage
Cellar was established in
2007. He is a champagne
lover who makes frequent
visits to the Champagne
region.

2

Store
Exclusive

4

Store
Exclusive

1. Get this Dom Perignon Double Flute Glass Set (33,480 yen) from the Grand Cave’
s Vintage Cellar.
2. You can buy this California Roll (454 yen) and more from Sushi Avenue K’
s. 3. Nihon Chaka
SANOAH’
s Uji Matcha flavor really comes across in these Walnut Matcha Caramel Cookies (2,484
yen for a box of 10). 4. Fika’
s Strawberry Hallongrotor (1,080 yen for 10) charm the palate with their
crumbling melt-in-the-mouth texture.

Fashion and food scintillating
with good taste!
We are a department store highly-rated for the great taste exuding from products
strictly selected by our expert buyers. Our basement food floor employs a large
number of specialists, including a sake expert and a vegetable sommelier. And in the
Vintage Cellar of our Grand Cave wine section, you can pay for a fun wine-tasting
session with our on-site sommelier.
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Shinjuku

新宿

Isetan Shinjuku Store

［伊勢丹新宿店］

www.isetan.co.jp/int
A 3-14-1 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3352-1111
C 10:30am-8pm / Main Bldg. 7F“Eat
Paradise”Restaurant 11am-10pm
Jan 1st & 2nd, Irregular holidays
1-min walk from Tokyo Metro Shinjukusanchome Sta. / 3-min walk from Toei Shinjukusanchome Sta. / 5-min walk from JR Shinjuku Sta.
and Seibu-Shinjuku Sta. (Seibu-Shinjuku Line)

｜Services offered｜

Shinjuku

新宿

TAKASHI MAYA
SHI NJUKU STORE

［新宿タカシマヤ］

www.takashimaya.co.jp/shinjuku/

A 5-24-2 Sendagaya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-5361-1111
C 10am-8pm (until 8:30pm on Fri & Sat) /
Restaurant Arcade 11am-11pm
Jan 1st
2-min walk from the Miraina Tower Ticket
Gate of JR Shinjuku Sta. / 5-min walk from
Shinjuku Sta. (Toei Shinjuku, Toei Oedo and
Keio lines) / 3-min walk from Shinjuku-sanchome
Sta. (Tokyo Metro Fukutoshin Line – directly
connected to station entrance via B1) / 2-min
walk from Shinjuku Expressway Bus Terminal

Filled with exquisite cakes
from popular patissier shops!
This inner-city department store is wonderfully easy to access, standing right next
to Shinjuku Bus Terminal and at JR Shinjuku Station s New South Exit. Illuminating
the B1 food floor s Gourmet Square is Patissieria, a cake select shop showcasing
colorful sweets from a total of 14 patissier shops. We also appeal with our collection
of popular shops from across Japan, including Kanazawa wheat gluten maker Kagafu
Fumuroya, and Kamakura confectioner Toshimaya.
1. Patissieria also has an eat-in space. 2. HACCI is developing beauty items containing honey.
Pictured from the right are Honey Sumitsu (7,560 yen) and Honey Facial Soap (5,184 yen for 80g).
3. Toshimaya’
s Hato Sable (648 yen for 5) are loved for their simple flavor. 4. Kagafu Fumuroya's
Takara-no-fu Instant Wheat Gluten Soup (206 yen and up) and Omotenashi Set (1,361 yen for 6).

2

｜Services offered｜

A cake select shop
with numerous products by popular
patissiers! You will
be spellbound by
the sheer number
of delicious sweets
lined up.

3

4

Patissiers passionately compete
for your attention
with this twinkling array of cakes.

1
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We are popular for our sheer
number of brands and easy access.
Directly connected to the West Exit of Shinjuku Station ̶ Japan s busiest by
passenger numbers ̶ we are very easy to access. Our food area on Main Building
B2F brings together a wide variety of shops and is forever bustling with both tourists
and local shoppers. It is also connected via a passageway to another food area on B2F
of the adjacent HALC Building.
1. These rice-crackers from Kabukiage TOKYO are a collaboration between Odakyu Department
Store and Amanoya. They are called“Komaru”and they are enjoyable for the new flavor sensation
they offer (432 yen for 4). 2. A can of assorted Bretagne Cookies from BISCUITERIE BRETONNE
(2,484 yen for 23). 3. Fukumi Tenbin (1,080 yen for 6) — the signature product from Taneya.
4. Directly connected to Shinjuku Station’
s West Exit.

3

Shinjuku

新宿

Odakyu
Department Store
Shinjuku

［小田急百貨店 新宿店］

www.odakyu-dept.co.jp/shinjuku/
A 1-1-3 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3342-1111
C 10am-8:30pm (Until 8pm on Sun & Holidays)
＊Opening hours may vary between floors and
seasons
Jan 1st
Directly connected to Shinjuku Sta. West Exit

｜Services offered｜

2

4

These“Omaru”(540 yen), defined by their strictly
selected soy sauce, are soft-textured and easy to
eat. The Japanese-style packaging also makes
them great souvenirs.

The abundant ﬂavors of
Kabukiage simply beg
to be eaten and compared!

1
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1

Sweets which both look

delicious and allow you to
enjoy the fruits of the season.

2

3

Every season sees us offer new cakes containing
seasonal fruits (The picture is a representative image
only and cakes offered will vary between seasons).

4

Shinjuku

新宿

Keio Department
Store, Shinjuku

［京王百貨店 新宿店］

www.keionet.com/info/shinjuku/foreign/en/

A 1-1-4 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3342-2111
C 10am-8pm ＊Opening hours may vary
between seasons and floors
Irregular holidays
1-min walk from JR and Keio Line Shinjuku
Sta.

｜Services offered｜

* It is possible to convert foreign
currency into Japanese yen.

1

1. FOUNDRY offers sweets which make luxurious use of seasonal fruits. 2. Sandwich House Marchen
is popular for its Fruit and Fresh Cream Sandwich wrapped in soft, fluffy bread. 3. LUPICIA’
s White
Peach Green Tea (1,150 yen for a 50g tin with illustrated label) has a sweet scent which evokes white
peaches. 4. Near to every train line at Shinjuku Station.

A basement food floor with seasonal food
products and strict quality standards.
The food section spans the Middle Basement Floor (MBF) and B1F. The MBF
houses specialty confectioners offering a variety of unique desserts based on
strictly selected fruits and ingredients. The MBF also gathers shops ranging
from the historical to the topical, bakeries, household dish specialists and
more. Our comprehensive selection of bento boxes is also a crowd pleaser.
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1

Our liquor section offers you encounters
with Japanese alcohol and Japanese ﬂavors.
2

3

Store
Exclusive

4

(From the left) Gerard Raphet Bourgogne Rouge
2016 Cuvee Matsuya Ginza (red, 3,240 yen), Gevrey
Chambertin Champs Chenys 2016 Cuvee Matsuya
Ginza (red, 10,800 yen) and Jacques Bavard Santenay
Blanc Sous La Roche Cuvee Matsuya Ginza 2015 (red,
5,400 yen, all bottles 750ml)

Ginza
1. For just 540 yen a bottle, you can take any wine purchased in our Gourmarche Vin section to the
8F restaurant arcade (some shops exempted). 2. You can try samples of Japanese green tea and
matcha at the famous tea maker“Itoen,”whose many suitable gifts make for convenient souvenirs.
3. Sushiden’
s Namiki is sold on B1F for 1,728 yen. There is also a Sushiden restaurant on 8F.
4. We are located on Ginza’
s Chuo-dori Avenue.

A select shop oozing
with a Ginza-esque air of luxury!

Our store stands in Ginza, the district at the forefront of Japanese luxury. The
Japanese and Western liquor section on B1 has wine and Japanese sake experts
available to help you select your items, while the eat-in space on B2 keeps spreading
the happiness by crushing seasonal fruits into delicious juice. We even have a
cloakroom space for you to leave your luggage on B1, meaning that you can more
freely enjoy your stroll around our food section̶and the sights of Ginza in general!
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銀座

MATSUYA GINZA

［松屋銀座］

www.matsuya.com/visitor/en/
A 3-6-1 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3567-1211
C 10am-8pm
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Exit A12 of Tokyo
Metro Ginza Sta.

｜Services offered｜

The store with popular sweets
and bentos to be fully enjoyed
the moment that you exit Tokyo
Station.

These roasted and hardened
Okoshi rice cakes can be
individually wrapped to make
for the perfect souvenir.

Located right in front of the ticket gate at Tokyo Station,
we will welcome you with our Depa-ichi Sweets section
̶ a splendid gathering of confectionery which is
currently trending in Tokyo. Famous confectionery can
also be found on our B1F, which boasts a tremendous
array of food products including bento boxes and
household dishes from long-standing shops.
Marunouchi
1
3

丸の内

Daimaru Tokyo

［大丸東京店］

www.daimaru.co.jp/tokyo/

A 1-9-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3212-8011 (switchboard)
C B1-1F 10am-9pm (until 8pm on weekends & holidays) /
2-11F 10am-8pm (until 9pm on Thu & Fri) /
12F Restaurants 11am-11pm / 13F Restaurants 11am12am
Jan 1st
Just outside the Yaesu North Exit
ticket gate of JR Tokyo Sta.

｜Services offered｜

2
1. At the newly reopened Kagurazaka Karyo, you can find these popular colorfully wrapped
Suzunari Okoshi (1,296 yen for 16), which evoke the image of a Suzutama ball. 2. These
Walnut Cookies (972 yen for 6), a new product from Noix, are set to spoil you with their new
three-layered sensation. 3. Directly connected to Tokyo Station North Exit.

Offering a wide range of treats
to enjoy in everyday life.

1

Shibuya s Mr. Popular, Hachiko,
now has his own sake!

Store
Exclusive

Our store is filled with modern and stylish products
based on our concept, Art Meets Life. The B1F of
our A Building offers specially selected ingredients
from all over Japan. We are also renowned for stocking
Shibuya Sake, the official souvenir of the Shibuya Ward
Tourism Association.

Shibuya

渋谷

SEIBU SHIBUYA

［西武渋谷店］

www.sogo-seibu.jp.e.ld.hp.transer.com/
shibuya/
A 21-1 Udagawa-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B +81-(0) 3-3462-0111 (switchboard)
C 10am-9pm (Mon-Sat), 10am-8pm (Sun & holidays)
Irregular holidays
3-min walk from the Hachiko Exit at Shibuya Sta. (JR,
Keio, Tokyo Metro, Tokyu lines)

｜Services offered｜

Area
Exclusive

2

3
1. We sell Japanese sake with special labels. Shibuya-no-Sukuramburu-de-Surechigai (Crossing Paths
at Shibuya Scramble) has a flowery melon scent, while Shibuya-no-Hachiko-de-Machiawase (Meeting
at Shibuya’
s Hachiko Statue) offers muscat-like freshness. (300ml bottle for 972 yen, 720ml bottle
for 2,160 yen). 2. A 250ml Coca-Cola Slim Bottle Shibuya Design for 135 yen, featuring Shibuyaesque print designs. 3. For a place so close to the hustle and bustle of Shibuya Station, our
atmosphere is calm, composed, and attractive to shoppers!
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A treasure house of food to enjoy and
f lavors to rely on!

Shibuya

渋谷

TOKYU DEPARTMENT STORE
TOYOKO STORE

［東急百貨店 東横店］

Our food theme park Tokyu Food Show on B1F is directly connected to Toyoko
Noren-gai, Shibuya Mark City's arcade of long-standing shops. The Shibuya STAND,
which allows you to enjoy the bento and sweets you buy on the premises, is also a
popular spot. Enjoy freshly made food, standing-style!

1. Shibuya STAND — the place where you can eat what you purchase. 2. Foundry’
s assortment
of Japanese Apple-flavored Butter Sable (1,782 yen for a mix of 5 butter and chocolate sable,
foreground) and the Floor-reared Egg Pudding Sandwich (972 yen). 3. Shiose Sohonke’
s Toyoko
Hachiko Jyoyo Manju (324 yen each, foreground) and Andersen's Toyoko Hachiko Sports Cookie
Set (2,376 yen). 4. Directly connected to Shibuya Station.

3

www.tokyu-dept.co.jp/toyoko/
A 2-24-1 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3477-3111 (switchboard)
C 10am-9pm / West Bldg. 9F“Dining dining”
Restaurant Arcade 11am-10:30pm (last orders
10pm) ＊Opening hours may vary between
sections
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Shibuya Sta. (Tokyu
Toyoko, Den-en-Toshi, Metro Ginza, Metro
Fukutoshin, JR, Keio Inokashira lines)

｜Services offered｜

2

4

Examples of the things you can enjoy at Shibuya
STAND: Spain Club’
s Seafood Paella (756 yen),
Hayashi Fruits Juice Stand’
s Melon Juice (451 yen for
regular size, price may vary), Assorted Kotemari Sushi
from Koichian (584 yen), and the Delicious Seafood
Salad from RF1 (476 yen per 100g — the picture
shows 200g).

Enjoy freshly made food
standing-style!

1
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Shibuya

Shibuya

渋谷

渋谷

The Tokyu f lagship store
overf lowing with a luxury feel.

Filled with sophisticated items,
ideal for souvenirs.

We are located a five-minute walk away from Shibuya Station,
straight along Bunkamura-dori Street. Our calm, relaxing
atmosphere is a big plus for shoppers seeking to take time over
their purchases. Our B1F has over 50 shops and even hosts a
fresh morning market in the form of The Market Plus. We are
adjacent to the Bunkamura cultural complex.

We are housed on floors B3 to 5 of the local landmark Shibuya
Hikarie. We have lots of shops debuting in either Shibuya or
Tokyo as a whole, and are thus the ideal place for souvenirs.
Floors B2 and B3 host confectionery, bakeries, wines,
delicatessens and a natural foods market.

This delicious and lovable cake
can certainly bring happiness!

1

A stylish healthy sandwich
brimming with vegetables.

1
3

2

3

2

©Shibuya Hikarie

1. Dalloyau’
s Savarin aux Fruits (486 yen), Mont Blanc (756 yen) and Chou
Cubique Nouveau (540 yen). 2. The principal ingredient of this Furikake
Kinshobai is bonito flakes that are shaved, dried and produced entirely inhouse. 3. You can even take a free shuttle bus from the Toyoko store.

TOKYU DEPARTMENT STORE
HONTEN（Main store）

［東急百貨店 本店］

www.tokyu-dept.co.jp/honten/
A 2-24-1 Dogenzaka, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3477-3111 (switchboard)
C B1-1F 10am-8pm / 2-6F, 8F, rooftop 10am-7pm / 7F Maruzen
and Junkudo Shoten 10am-9pm / 8F Restaurants 11am-10:30pm
(Last orders at 9:45pm)
Irregular holidays
5-min walk from Shibuya Sta. (JR, Tokyu, Metro, Keio Inokashira
lines) /
A shuttle bus service runs between the Main Store and the Toyoko
Store

｜Services offered｜

1. A delicious sectional view of a POTASTA sandwich with scrambled
egg and vegetables (496 yen). 2. Bliss Ball’
s first-ever specialty shop in
Japan, Food Jewelry, produces“Guilt-free”sweets made from dried fruit
and nuts that contain zero sugar, gluten or additives (852 yen for 3). 3.
Directly connected to all lines at Shibuya Station on 2F.

Shibuya Hikarie ShinQs

［渋谷ヒカリエ ShinQs］

www.tokyu-dept.co.jp/shinqs/

A 2-21-1 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3461-1090 (switchboard)
C 10am-9pm (Opening hours may vary between sections)
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Exit 15 of Shibuya Sta. (Tokyu Toyoko,
Den-en-toshi, Tokyo Metro Fukutoshin lines) /
Accessible via the 2F passageway at Shibuya Sta. (JR, Metro
Ginza, Keio Inokashira lines)

｜Services offered｜
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1

The specialty store
selling long-adored kelp.
3

Hidaka Chopped Kelp and
Tororo Kelp are among Okui
Kaiseido’
s Assorted Kelp Set
(small size, 2,678 yen) wrapped
in Echizen Japanese paper.

4

Ikebukuro
2
1. The traditional Okui Kaiseido shop handles kelp soup stock from famous restaurants across Japan.
2. Shinjuku Takano’
s Fruits Royale is a whipped cream-wrapped roll cake topped with nine different
fruits(594 yen). 3. Our sweets attendants help you choose the confectionery you want. 4. We
stand close to Ikebukuro Station.

Brilliant access and a basement food section
buzzing with energy.
We are a large-scale department store connected to Ikebukuro Station. Our basement
food section straddles three zones of floors B1 and B2: the North, Central and South
sections of the Main Building. The sheer scale and number of shops make the food
section the highlight of our store. B1 offers the Sweets and Gifts shop and Okazu Ichiba
Household Dish shop, while B2 presents Seimei (Freshness) Club Luxury Supermarket.
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池袋

SEIBU IKEBUKURO

［西武池袋本店］

www.sogo-seibu.jp.e.ld.hp.
transer.com/ikebukuro/
A 1-28-1 Minami-ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo
B +81-(0)3-3981-0111 (switchboard)
C 10am-9pm (Until 8pm on Sun & holidays) / 9F
Rooftop“Meal and green aerial garden”10am10:30pm / 8F Restaurants 11am-11pm (From
10:30am on weekends & holidays) ＊Opening
hours may vary between stores
No holidays
A very short distance from Seibu Ikebukuro Sta. /
1-min walk from JR and other lines at Ikebukuro
Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Ikebukuro

池袋

Tobu Department Store
Ikebukuro

Tons of deliciousness gathered on a
single giant f loor akin to a town.

［東武百貨店 池袋店］

www.tobu-dept.jp/ikebukuro/
A 1-1-25 Nishi-ikebukuro,
Toshima-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3981-2211
C 10am-8pm / B2-3F, 6F (Zones 3-7), 9F, 10F
10am-9pm (except Sun & holidays)
“Spice”
/
Restaurant Arcade 11-13F 11am10pm, 14-15F 11am-11pm (until 10pm on Sun)
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Ikebukuro Sta. (JR,
Tobu-Tojo, Seibu-Ikebukuro, Tokyo Metro lines)

｜Services offered｜

Our store can proudly present the largest shopfloor in the city. Zones 8-11 of B1F
were fully renovated in the autumn of 2017. New features include Bakery Terrace (a
collection of rising-star bakeries), Sweets Market (making its debut in Ikebukuro),
Sake Market (which offers snacks to go with your spirits) and DELI Market (with its
very own kitchen annex for live cooking).

1. BISCUITERIE BRETONNE is popular for the confectionery it bakes in its own in-store kitchen each
day. 2. Cute and stylish select confectionery shop Oyatsu Table presents Print Marble Chocolate
(1,080 yen for 36). 3. Even beginners are welcome to enjoy our Japanese and Western liquor
section and its events which feature sake brewery owners. 4. Directly connected to every line at
Ikebukuro station.

2

This puffed oval
Financier is yours
to enjoy for 195
yen. The flavor of
the seared butter
soon spreads
throughout your
mouth. Guérande
salt is used for the
subtle flavoring.

3

4

The specialty store
where artisans carefully produce
baked confectionery.

1
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The long-standing department store
that acts as a Yokohama landmark.
We are a store enlivened by our novel initiatives, and we actively promote
Yokohama brands. Our basement food section boasts a long lineup of shops,
including famous Japanese and Western-style confectionery from the local
regions of Kanagawa Prefecture and shops that have earned great acclaim.
Our event space is also popular for its weekly events, which see a different
popular brand available for sale each time.
1. AUDREY— the confectioner that spawns huge queues from the moment it opens. 2. These
Kurumikko Walnut Sweets (1,167 yen for 8) are from famed Kanagawa confectioner Kamakura Beniya.
3. A Musk Melon Parfait from the specialty fruit shop Takano Fruit Parlor (1,944 yen) and a Shine
Muscat and Peone Parfait (1,728 yen). 4. A very short distance from Yokohama Station West Exit.

3

Yokohama

横浜

TAKASHIMAYA
YOKOHAMA
STORE

［横浜タカシマヤ］

www.takashimaya.co.jp/yokohama/
A 1-6-31 Minami-saiwai, Nishi-ku, Yokohamashi, Kanagawa
B +81（0）
45-311-5111
C 10am-8pm / Restaurant Arcade 11am10:30pm
Jan 1st
1-min walk from the West Exit of Yokohama
Sta. (JR, Sotetsu, Tokyu Toyoko, Keikyu,
Minatomirai, Yokohama Municipal Subway
lines)

｜Services offered｜

2

4

AUDREY’
s Glacier
(2,025 yen for 15) and
Glacier Chocolate
(1,620 yen for 12) gain
at least part of their
popularity from the
cute packaging.

These cute strawberry sweets
make the heart f lutter!

1
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This handmade beaker pudding
emanated from a popular
Kanagawa restaurant.
1
2

3

The rave reviews received by its pudding has
prompted the Yokosuka-shi Akiya restaurant to
open its own pudding shop! The presence of
seasonal puddings means you cannot afford to
miss out on the fun.

Yokohama

4

横浜

SOGO YOKOHAMA

［そごう横浜店］

www.sogo-seibu.jp.e.ld.
hp.transer.com/yokohama/

A 2-18-1 Takashima, Nishi-ku, Yokohama-shi,
Kanagawa
B +81-(0)45-465-2111 (main switchboard)
C 10am-8pm / 10F Restaurants“Dining Park
Yokohama”11am-11pm
No holidays
3-min walk from Yokohama Sta. East Exit (JR,
Tokyu, Minatomirai, Keihin Express, Sotetsu,
Yokohama Municipal Subway lines)

｜Services offered｜

1

1. A Hokkaido fresh cream pudding (right, 810 yen) and custard pudding (left, 702 yen) from
Marlowe. 2. These Hanamotomachi from Koroan (972 yen for 6) contain six types of azuki bean
s
paste. 3. Yokohama Konpeito (324 yen each) come in a package modelled on Yokohama’
Landmark Tower. 4. Directly connected to Yokohama Sky Building and Yokohama Porta.

Our department store complex adjoins
the Yokohama Minato Mirai 21 area.
Our department store complex houses fashion, sundries, foods, restaurants and even an
art museum. Our B1 food section gathers some 200 shops, including our eat-in corner.
Our cosmetics section with 67 brands is Japan s largest while our popular new maison
port event space, established in August 2018, both showcases food ingredients and
offers lots of useful information.
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Ibaraki s only department store
has a full lineup of famous local
products.
This long-standing store has celebrated 110 years of business.
Our rebuild in 2006 equipped us with an expanded
shopfloor and over 80 shops on our B1 food floor. Why not
stop by to seek out famous confectionery and local sake after
taking in the plum blossom haven of Kairakuen Park? We
are also popular for our Weekly Gourmet area, which offers
demonstration sales of a different Japanese region's gourmet
products each week.

Famous local sake ready
to be enjoyed
with an Ibaraki brand of
soba noodles.

Ibaraki

［京成百貨店］

www.mitokeisei.co.jp/
1

1. Buyu’
s sake is distinctive for
having a taste which provides
newness in a traditional setting.
All the ingredients for this locally
brewed Hitachi Nishiki (1,350
yen for 720ml) are from Ibaraki
Prefecture. 2. Ibaraki is at the
forefront of Japanese soba
production and Isemata Beikoku
Seifun’
s Hitachi Aki Soba is
considered a top-level domestic
product. 3. As you can see, we
have a modern building!

2

Our locally adored department
store is well stocked with
Kawagoe souvenirs.
Founded in 1939, we are the only department store in
the Koedo/Kawagoe region. Our shops are surrounded
by a building structure oozing with elegance. We have
lots of delicious gourmet shops and are the perfect
source of souvenirs during your sightseeing trip. Our
rooftop amusement park with a Ferris Wheel is popular
with families.
Saitama

茨城

KEISEI Department Store

3

A 1-6-1 Izumi-cho, Mito-shi, Ibaraki
B +81-(0)29-231-1111 (switchboard)
C B1-7F 10am-7:30pm / 8F Specialty Store Floor 10am9pm / 9F Restaurants 11am-11pm (certain shops open
from 10:30am-10pm)
Irregular holidays
5-min taxi ride from the North Exit of JR Mito Sta. /
7-min via Bus 4 or 5 (get off at Izumi-cho 1-chome Bus
Stop) / 17-min walk from Mito Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Whisky lovers
would enjoy
this famous local
fragrant whisky
as a gift!

1

埼玉

Maruhiro Department Store

［丸広百貨店川越店］

www.maruhiro.co.jp/
A 2-6-1 Shintomi-cho, Kawagoe-shi, Saitama
B +81-(0)49-224-1111 (switchboard)
C 10am-7pm /6F Restaurants 10:30am-7pm (Last orders
at 6:30pm)
Irregular holidays
4-min walk from Seibu Line Hon-Kawagoe Sta. /
7-min walk from Kawagoe Sta. East Exit (Tobu, JR lines)

2

3

｜Services offered｜
1. Golden Horse is back after an absence with this pure malt Musashi (43%, 700ml, 5,400
yen) and blended Bushu (43%, 700ml, 3,240 yen). 2. Tenmatsu, founded in 1936, allows
you to enjoy tempura made from long-tried and trusted techniques. 3. Rooftop theme
parks are a rarity these days!
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＃ Nagoya ＃ Oasis21

Toyama
Ishikawa
Gifu

Fukui

Depa-Chika

H okuriku/
C hubu
Guide to

s

Area

Aichi
Shizuoka

Hokuriku / Chubu Area
Japan

The Chubu area encompasses Nagoya, Japan,s third largest city. As if in contrast to
the historic Nagoya Castle, several symbols of modernity lie in various locations
across the city. The neighboring area of Shizuoka plays host to another Chubu gem
̶ Mount Fuji, now a World Heritage Site. And if you cut across Honshu to the
north, you reach the Hokuriku area fronted by elegant Kanazawa City, which has
been dubbed the land which yields one million koku units of rice.

＃ NagoyaCastle
＃ Selected100Castles

＃ Shizuoka ＃ WorldHeritageSite
＃ Fujisan # MihonoMatsubara

＃ Aichi ＃ Osu
＃ ManekiNeko ＃ BeckoningCat

＃ Gifu ＃ WorldHeritageSite
＃ Shirakawago

# Kanazawa # Tsuzumimon
# BeautifulTrainStations
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名城公園駅

Nagoya Town Map

Nagoya Castle is the shining
symbol of Nagoya, replete with
Tenshu architecture and golden
tiger-headed carps.
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Aichi
Oasis 21 Prefectural
Museum of
Art

名古屋栄三越

Sasashimaraibu Sta.

Chubu
International
Airport
(Centrair)

ori Line

Subway Sakura-d

Sakae Sta.

Nagoya Sakae Mitsukoshi

The giant mannequin doll
“Nana-chan”is a popular
meet-up spot.
Komeno
Sta.

Nagoya TV
Tower

Sakaemachi Sta.

Meitetsu Department Store
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e

ute
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Nagoya Expre

This city oasis is surrounded with
red brick architecture that evokes
the region’
s ceramic culture.

Meijyo Park

Sakae
Sta.

Higashi Betsuin
Sta.

高岳

The modern trend-setting store
housed in the building adjoining
Nagoya Station.

1

You can enjoy
this exquisite tart,
which contains three cheeses,
freshly baked!

Located inside JR Central Towers, it goes without saying
that we are convenient to access. We are particularly
popular among women due to our wide range of the
latest confectionery stores, and the presence of many
products which can only be bought under our roof.
We are also attractive for offering a large variety of
Nagoya food, thus allowing you to freely enjoy some
quintessentially local flavors.
Nagoya

名古屋

JR Nagoya Takashimaya

［ジェイアール名古屋タカシマヤ］

www.jrtakashimaya.co.jp/

A 1-1-4 Meieki, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi
B +81-(0)52-566-1101
C 10am-8pm / Takashimaya GATE TOWER MALL 10am9pm
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Nagoya Sta. (JR, Meitetsu,
Kintetsu and other lines)

3

2

｜Services offered｜
1. This just-baked Cheese Tart (216 yen), characterized by its crunchy texture, enjoys huge
popularity both inside and outside Japan. 2. This voluminous Waraji Tonkatsu Bento Box
from Misokatsu Yabaton (1,620 yen) is a famous Nagoya product. Enjoy two types of giant
cutlet: sauce and miso tare-style! 3. A short walk from JR Nagoya Station.

Swiss Felchlin s pairing of
sweet chocolate and Nishio Matcha.

From the Tokai region to Japan
and the wider world! We have a full
lineup of strictly selected brands.

Store
Exclusive

We have a number of Western confectionery shops which
are making their debut in the Tokai region, including
Pierre Herme Paris. Among these, Hollandische KakaoStube is offering products exclusive to Nagoya Sakae
Mitsukoshi. We also have a liquor shop filled with local
sake, while Kayuan brings together a host of Japanese
brands from which you can choose some nice souvenirs.

Nagoya
1
2

3

名古屋

Nagoya Sakae Mitsukoshi

［名古屋栄三越］

nagoya.mitsukoshi.co.jp/
A 3-5-1 Sakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi
B +81-(0)52-252-1111 C 10am-7:30pm
Jan 1st, Irregular holidays
Connected via underground passage to Sakae Sta.
(Nagoya Municipal Subway Higashiyama and Meijo
lines), and Sakae-machi Sta. (Meitetsu Seto Line)

not possible to convert Japanese yen
｜Services offered｜ *Itintois foreign
currency

1. Hollandische Kakao-Stube’
s Nagoya Millefeuille (Nishio Matcha, 1,296 yen each) sees
Nishio Matcha-scented cream sandwiched between crispy pie-like pastry. 2. Liquor Shop La
Cave hosts over 1,000 brands of Japanese and Western alcohol, including over 50 varieties
of local sake. 3. We are located in the center of Sakae.
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Our basement food area,
among the largest in Nagoya,
has a fine supply of everything
from everyday food to souvenirs.

Search for that perfect match
between spices and Japanese soup stock!

Our Feast Paradise area on floors B1 and B2 of the Main
Building houses long-standing stores and brand shops together
with a strong lineup of Japanese and Western liquor. We are
also attractive for our array of seasonal foods and souvenir
products. The liquor selection can be found in the D&M
Cave section of B2F s specialty ingredients store Table
Plus+, where tasting sessions are held on a daily basis.
Nagoya

名古屋

Matsuzakaya Nagoya

1
3

2

［松坂屋名古屋店］

www.matsuzakaya.co.jp/nagoya/

A 3-16-1 Sakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi
B +81-(0) 52-251-1111 (switchboard)
C B2-3F 10am-8pm (4-8F until 7:30pm) / 9F Restaurant
Arcade 11am-9pm (10F until 10pm)
＊Opening hours may vary between floors
Jan 1st
Directly connected via underground
passage from Exits 5 and 6 of Yaba-cho Metro Sta. /
5-min southward walk from Sakae Metro Sta.

｜Services offered｜
1. Enjoy Nagoya’
s very own hitsumabushi (3,570 yen for one person, no spices added) courtesy of Atsuta
Horaiken, the traditional store which glazes its eels in a secret Tare sauce recipe. You can even take out
and enjoy at home! 2. Minokame’
s Nagoya Senbei Rice Crackers (1,080 yen for 34) are flavored with
rich Tamari Soy Sauce and Hacho Miso. Their bite-sized form makes them ideal souvenirs. 3. Our
historic store faces the expansive greenery of Hisaya Odori Park, and is one of Japan’
s largest at 86,758㎡.

You cannot fail to find Shizuoka
souvenirs at this department store
directly connected to Shizuoka
station.

1

This yokan is popular
for its easy-to-eat size
and classy sweetness.

Our B1 food floor lists fresh foods, household dishes,
bakeries and Japanese and western liquor among its
highly varied product lineup. Especially appealing
is Surugakuni Sansan Dokoro with its selection of
Shizuoka brands and famous local products. We are
very easy to access, connected as we are to Shizuoka
Station, so why not drop in here during your trip for
some nice souvenirs?
Shizuoka

静岡

Matsuzakaya Shizuoka

［松坂屋静岡店］

www.matsuzakaya.co.jp/shizuoka/

2

3

A 10-2 Miyuki-cho, Aoi-ku, Shizuoka-shi, Shizuoka
B +81-(0) 54-254-1111
C 10am-7:30pm / B1-1F 10am-8pm / Main Bldg. 8F
Restaurant Arcade 11am-10pm
Jan 1st
3-min walk from JR Shizuoka Sta. North
Exit (directly connected via underground passage)

｜Services offered｜
1. Toraya’
s 5-packs of Mini Yokan (jellied azuki bean paste, 1,404 yen per pack) are light and
easy to carry, and allow you to enjoy five different flavors. 2. White Peach Green Tea from
LUPICIA (1,150 yen for a 50g tin) distinguishes itself with the juicy scent of young and fresh
white peaches. 3. We are directly connected to JR Shizuoka Station.
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# Kyoto # FushimiInari
# SenbonTorii

K ansai/
C hugoku
Guide to

Tottori Hyogo
Shimane

Kyoto
Shiga

Yamaguchi
Okayama

Mie

Hiroshima
Nara
Osaka
Wakayama

Kansai / Chugoku Area
Japan

Depa-Chika

The Kansai area is popular for its Big 3 Cities spread across three prefectures:
Kyoto, Osaka and Kobe. Osaka, with its unique flashy advertising boards and
shop signs, is completely different to Kyoto. The port city of Kobe, meanwhile, is
worth checking out for its exoticness. There are also tons of sightseeing spots to
be enjoyed in Nara and Wakayama. Meanwhile, the Chugoku Area plays host to
Setouchi, which has been dubbed the Japanese Aegean Sea.

# Kobe # NightView
# KobePortTower

# Osaka
# Dotonbori

© Osaka Convention & Tourism Bureau

# Nara

# Kyoto
# Toji

# Pagoda

s

Area

＃ Okayama
＃ Kurashiki

＃ Wakayama
＃ NachiFalls

# Daibutsu
# Todaiji

＃ Hiroshima
＃ Miyajima
＃ ItsukushimaShrine
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大物駅
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Osaka Town Map
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Hankyu Department Store Umeda Main Store
阪急百貨店うめだ本店

Enjoy a sightseeing cruise in the
Osaka Aqua Bus as it tours the central
city area along the Okawa River.
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The department store overflowing
with Kyoto style, directly connected
to Kyoto Station and thus right
at the entrance to this historic city.

Area
Exclusive

Our location in the building adjacent to Kyoto Station, which
provides sublime ease of access, is a key point of appeal. We are
also teeming with Kyoto-style souvenirs. Matcha confectionery
such as AOZASHIKARARI and MALEBRANCHE are the
types of souvenirs you would like to pass on to others along
with memories of your trip here. You might also want to buy
our basement food area bento boxes for your travels.
Kyoto

Agemochi fried rice crackers
with a chocolate coating!
The profound matcha ﬂavor
is conﬁned to Kyoto only!

京都

JR KYOTO ISETAN

［ジェイアール京都伊勢丹］

1

kyoto.wjr-isetan.co.jp.e.do.hp.transer.com/

A Higashi-Shiokoji, Shiokoji-Sagaru, Karasuma St.,
Shimogyou-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto B +81-(0)75-352-1111
C 10am-8pm / Restaurants“EAT PARADISE”11am-10pm /
Open View Restaurant 11am-11pm (Last order times vary
between shops)
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Kyoto Sta. (JR, Kintetsu, Kyoto
Municipal Subway lines)

2

3

Area
Exclusive

｜Services offered｜
1. AOZASHIKARARI’
s Chocolat Karari Kyoto Matcha (586 yen for 70g) is exclusive to Kyoto
and equipped with a cute package too. 2. MALEBRANCHE’
s Kyoto Limited NAMA CHA
no KA (1,242 yen for 5) is a delicious, cool, strong dark-tea chocolate fondant. 3. Rokusei’
s
Temarisushi (1,350 yen per set) are bite-size, easy-to-eat and popular with female customers.

1

Area
Exclusive

Brimming with daily events.
Renowned for limited-edition
products.
Directly connected to Karasuma Station, we completely
renovated the outside of our building to reflect a modern
Kyoto style in 2014. B1F s Feast Paradise bubbles with the
activity of its daily events, including showcases of seasonal
confectionery and sales of fresh tuna sashimi cut and
prepared right before your eyes. We have lots of products
exclusively limited to the region and individual stores, so
why not drop in for some Kyoto souvenirs?
Kyoto

These exquisite Matcha Zukushi sweets
can only be purchased here.
2
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3

1. Gateau Festa Harada’
s
Tigresse Matcha (810 yen for 3)
is a product limited to Kyoto.
The popular Tigresse has
been given a matcha flavor,
and black beans have been
inserted into the dough.
2. Kakujyuen allows you to
enjoy tea tasting while listening
to the expert commentary of a
real tea instructor. 3. We also
have perfect Wi-Fi service for
all buildings.

京都

Daimaru Kyoto

［大丸京都店］

www.daimaru.co.jp/kyoto/
A 79 Tachiurinishi-machi, Takakura Nishi-iru, Shijo-dori,
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto
B +81-(0)75-211-8111 (switchboard)
C 10am-8pm / 8F Restaurants and neighboring shops
11am-8pm (last orders at 7:30pm)
Jan 1st
1-min walk from Hankyu Kyoto Line Karasuma Sta.
(Directly connected via underground passage) / 2-min
walk from Kyoto Municipal Subway Shijo Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Kyoto

Complementing Kyoto delights with
delicious foods from across Japan.

京都

TAKASHIMAYA
KYOTO STORE

［京都タカシマヤ］

www.takashimaya.co.jp/kyoto/store_
information/

A 52 Nishi-iru, Shin-cho, Kawaramachi, Shijodori, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto
B +81-(0)75-221-8811
C 10am-8pm / Restaurant Arcade 11am9:30pm (Last order times vary between shops)
Jan 1st
Directly connected to Hankyu Kawaramachi
Sta. / 5-min walk from Keihan Gion-shijo Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Our store has an attractive Japanese and Western liquor section, staffed with a sake expert
and showcasing sake from different breweries each week̶ mainly from Kyoto but also
from across Japan. We are also attractive for our themed corners overflowing with new
experiences, such as our seasonal Unbaked Confectionery Corner with five permanently
stationed confectioners offering delicate Japanese sweets. We also have 40-50 types of readyto-eat canned products from Meidi-ya, which are fun even to select from!
1. Enjoy Meidi-ya’
s high-quality canned products with Saito Shuzo’
s Kotosennen (1,080 yen for 300ml) and
Tamanohikari Sake Brewing’
s Iwai 100% (735 yen for 300ml). 2. These unbaked sweets can be bought
individually from 368 yen. You can also buy Marukyu Koyamaen’
s Ujicha Teabag With Matcha Green Tea
(594 yen for a pack of 10). 3. Minokichi’
s“Kyo no Motenashi”(Kyoto Hospitality) Bento Box (1,782 yen)
offers different ingredients for each season. 4. We are directly connected to Hankyu Kawaramachi Station.

3

①

②

High-quality canned
products made
principally from Japanese
ingredients. ① Stewed
Yellowtail and White
Radish (648 yen for 150g).
② Oiled Sardines (540
yen for 105g). ③ Beef
Sukiyaki (540 yen for 90g).

③

4

2

Enjoy Kyoto sake with a side dish
made only from Japanese ingredients.

1
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Loved by the Osaka locals and
brimming with Osaka-style food!

2

This cheesecake has been
made from strictly selected
cheese and eggs.

Our B1 food floor is well stocked with everything
from fresh foods to confectionery, and is frequented
by many local food lovers. Another attractive point
is our substantial eat-in space where you can freely
enjoy the creations of popular food shops founded in
Osaka. Being located near several stations, we are also
easy to access.

3

Umeda

梅田

Daimaru Umeda

［大丸梅田店］

www.daimaru.co.jp/umedamise/

1

A 3-1-1 Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka-Shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6343-1231 (switchboard)
C B2-9F 10am-8:30pm (until 9pm on Fri & Sat) / 1013F, 15F 10am-8pm / 14F Restaurants 11am-11pm
Irregular holidays
1-min walk from JR Osaka Sta. / 6-min walk from
JR Kita-Shinchi Sta. / 2-min walk from Umeda Sta.
(Hanshin and Metro lines) / 8-min walk from HigashiUmeda Metro Sta. / 4-min walk from Nishi-Umeda
Metro Sta. / 3-min walk from Hankyu Line Umeda Sta.

1. This freshly baked
cheesecake (695 yen, 18cm)
comes courtesy of Osaka
brand Rikuro Ojisan, and is
accented with slightly sweet
raisins. 2. These Mitarashi
dango (920 yen for 10) from
Kiyasu Souhonpo strike a
perfect balance between
glutinous rice flour and rice
flour, and are coated with the
brand’
s signature sweet and
sour Tare sauce. 3. We are
directly connected to Osaka
Station via a bridge.

｜Services offered｜

Enjoy elegant shopping at this
long-standing store with products
to please all ages.
Our historic store was originally opened in 1726. The
B2 food floor of the North Building has a well-balanced
lineup of fresh foods, confectionery, and household
dishes for everyone to enjoy regardless of age. Each
Saturday (with the odd exception) sees us open the
Shinsaibashi Marche which offers fresh fruits and
vegetables.
Shinsaibashi

心斎橋

Daimaru Shinsaibashi

［大丸心斎橋店］

www.daimaru.co.jp/shinsaibashi/
A 1-7-1 Shinsaibashi-suji, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6271-1231 (switchboard)
C North Bldg. 10am-8pm / Restaurant Floor 11am10pm
Jan 1st
Directly connected via underground passage to the
South-North and South-South Exits of Shinsaibashi
Metro Sta.

1

Savor the taste that only an unagi
specialty shop can provide …
and in your own home too!
3

｜Services offered｜

2
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1. On floor B2, Akasaka Fukinuki
allows you to buy the eel dishes that
have been freshly prepared in the
kitchen of their 13th-floor restaurant.
2. 1F of the North Building stages the
popular Shinsaibashi Marche each
Saturday (with the odd exception due
to circumstances), where you can buy
fresh seasonal fruits and more. It runs
from 12pm to 6pm. 3. We have a
profound art deco-style building.

Enjoy Osaka-style f lavors
at this Namba landmark of
a department store.
Located in Namba, the heart of Osaka, our department
store is surrounded by tourist hotspots. You can take out
our bento boxes to enjoy in your hotel, or drop in here
during your sightseeing trip to sample takoyaki and
other local foods. Simply fit us into your travel plans,
and we will oblige!
Namba

Popular voluminous products
made in-house, one by one!
2

1

3

難波

TAKASHIMAYA OSAKA
STORE

［大阪タカシマヤ］

www.takashimaya.co.jp/osaka/store_information/
A 5-1-5 Namba, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6631-1101
C 10am-8pm (until 8:30pm on Fri & Sat) / Namba
Dining Maison 11am-11pm
Jan 1st
Directly connected to Namba Sta. (Municipal
Subway, Nankai lines) and Osaka-Namba Sta.
(Hanshin, Kintetsu lines)

｜Services offered｜
1. These Butaman (pork dumplings) from 551 Horai (340 yen for 2) achieve sales of
150,000 units per day! 2. Masakiya offers Ise Akadori skewers grilled on high-quality
Binchotan (charcoal), as well as original chicken dishes. 3. Kitanozaka breaded
chicken skewers are made exclusively from Japanese ingredients. Dip them in some
homemade Tare sauce and enjoy the flavors of the shop inside your own hotel!

Get your tax refund
on your credit card or
on Alipay and WeChat.
Check the list
of all available
stores here!

al
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SHOP TAX FREE

1

Store
Exclusive

Only here can you relish this soft
and spongy Bouchée

and its three sumptuous layers of cheese.

Store
Exclusive

2

Store
Exclusive

3
4

T h i s F u w a - Tro i s
LeTAO Bouchée
Beurre (1,134 yen
for 4) is a soft
buttercream
cheese sandwich
which adds a soft
sweetness to the
cheese flavor.

Umeda

1. The Fuwa-Trois LeTAO Bouchée Frais (281 yen) is a fresh double-cream sandwich containing three
layers of cheese. 2. Ryokusui (270 yen) is a type of Matcha Warabi Daifuku sweet from Tsujirihei
Honten. 3. This Lemonese (1,134 yen for 16) consists of Gin no Budo (Silver Grapes) which have had
lemon liquor kneaded into their skin. 4. We boast the largest number of brands in the Kansai region.

Premium sweets brought to you in
collaboration with popular brands!
B1 s Sweet Street area is teeming with so-called Premium Sweets developed in
collaboration with popular Western brands and confectionery makers. Fuwa-Trois
LeTAO, which only opened this year, is a specialty store put together in collaboration with
Hokkaido sweet shop LeTAO. We also have collaborations involving senbei rice crackers
and gum sweets, thus making us a popular place for souvenirs.
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梅田

Hankyu
Department Store
Umeda Main Store

［阪急うめだ本店］

www.hankyu-dept.co.jp/fl/english/honten/
A 8-7 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6361-1381
C Sun-Thu 10am-8pm / Fri & Sat 10am-9pm
Jan 1st
2-min walk from JR Osaka Sta. and Umeda
Metro Sta. / 3-min walk from Hankyu Umeda
Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Umeda Shinjuku
新宿
梅田

Hanshin
Department Store
Umeda Main Store

［阪神梅田本店］

www.hanshin-dept.jp/hshonten/english/
index.html
A 1-13-13 Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6345-1201
C 10am-8pm (opening hours may vary by day
and floor)
No holidays
3-min walk from JR Osaka Sta. / 1-min walk
from Hanshin Umeda Sta. / 2-min walk from
Umeda Metro Sta.

｜Services offered｜

The recently renovated department store
with a huge collection of daily gourmet items.
Our store, newly renovated in June 2018, now boasts an expanded food section. Our
first floor is a giant homage to bread and wine, while our B1F s Snack Pack is enjoying
a revival. Here, you will find 15 shops that allow you to taste real Japanese food such
as sushi and ramen, as well as the famous Hanshin product Ikayaki (grilled squid).
Elsewhere on B1, the Hanshin Shokuhinkan offers a nice range of bento boxes ready
to be enjoyed in the comfort of your hotel.
1. Our 1F is one giant homage to bread and wine in the shape of“Bread World”and“Liquor
World.” 2. You can enjoy a wide variety of bento boxes, starting with this Mimiu Bento (1,620
yen) from Mimiu. 3. The unique springy texture of these Ikayaki (152 yen and up) is irresistible. 4.
We have only just undergone a refit in June 2018.

2
3

4
Our very complete Bread
World puts on weekly
events featuring six
breadmakers, and houses
a select shop which
showcases 15 brands of
bread each day.

1

Excited crowds ﬂock to
this entire ﬂoor dedicated to
bread and wine!
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Relish Japan s delicious food
in the country s tallest building!
Kintetsu Department Store Main Store ABENO HARUKAS is located in Japans number
one skyscraper, ABENO HARUKAS, which also houses a hotel and an observatory.
On floors B1 and B2 of our vast interior, we have Abeno Food City where all kinds of
foods are gathered, including confectionery and other local foods which might make for
good souvenirs. You can take our products out to enjoy elsewhere, but one of our other
attractive points is that we also have eat-in spaces integrated into our shops.
1. A thick-cut cutlet sandwich (1,390 yen) exclusively from Abeno Katsu Sando Parlour Roman.
2. Hishitomi ’
s Assorted Eel Bento Box (3,456 yen). 3. Fukujudo Hidenobu’
s Hanamido (2,106
yen for 15) consist of coarse azuki bean paste sandwiched between egg senbei rice crackers.
4. Osakamamenoki ’
s lemon cake (1,451 yen for 5).

3

2

4

Abeno

阿部野

Kintetsu Department
Store Main Store
ABENO HARUKAS

［近鉄百貨店 あべのハルカス近鉄本店］

abenoharukas.d-kintetsu.co.jp/
A 1-1-43 Abenosuji, Abeno-ku, Osaka-shi,
Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6624-1111 (switchboard)
C B2-3.5F 10am-8:30pm / 4-11F 10am-8pm /
12-14F“ABENO HARUKAS Dining”Restaurant
Arcade 11am-11pm / B2F“ABENO Ichiba
Shokudo”10am-10pm
Jan 1st
Just outside the West Ticket Gate of Tennoji
Metro Sta. / 1-min walk from the Central Ticket
Gate of JR Tennoji Sta. / Just outside the West
Ticket Gate of Kintetsu Osaka-Abenobashi Sta.

｜Services offered｜

These take-out sandwiches
(790 yen, 4 in a box) come
in five different flavors,
including original demiglace sauce.

Store
Exclusive

Please try this just-fried juicy meat̶
thickly sliced and served
in a generous portion.

1
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Choose your souvenirs from our
Yamatoji Shop, which gathers
all the charms of the ancient
capital Nara

1

Thick, creamy butter ﬁlled with
the flavor of boiled-down
Nara persimmons!

Our Yamatoji Shop, established in March 2018, is
spreading the word about the charms of Nara and the
surrounding locality. Starting with sake from 30 local
breweries, it houses a variety of products which are
popular throughout Japan, including Nara pickles,
Japanese confectionery and dried goods. So, come and
discover the superb products of Nara, nurtured with
care in the region s vast natural terrain.
Nara

奈良

Kintetsu Department
Store Nara

［近鉄百貨店 奈良店］

www.d-kintetsu.co.jp/store/nara/

A 2-4-1 Saidaiji Higashi-machi, Nara-shi, Nara
B +81-(0) 742-33-1111 C 10am-8pm
Jan 1st, Irregular holidays
3-min walk from
Kintetsu Yamato-Saidaiji Sta. North Exit

1. Thick, creamy butter
filled with the flavor of
boiled-down Nara persimmons! 2. Hoshuku, a
top-quality sake from Nara
brewery Toyosawa Shuzo
(4,536 yen for 720ml with
string cord wrap), is best
served chilled. 3. We
are located inside the
Nara Family complex, a
short walk from Kintetsu
Yamato Saidaiji Station.

3

2

｜Services offered｜

Our Kishoji section is stacked
with local specialties and
famous products.

With so many cute packages,
you might struggle to choose
your Wakayama souvenirs!

Our Kishoji section on floor B1 is ideal for souvenirs,
containing as it does many famous and specialty
Wakayama products which have become highly popular
throughout Japan such as Arita mandarin oranges,
Kinzanji Miso and Yusa Soy Sauce. Our Liquor Shop,
staffed by people with sake expert s licenses, offers not
only Wakayama sake but also local umeshu plum wine
and Japanese wine.
Wakayama
1
2

3

和歌山

Kintetsu Department
Store Wakayama

［近鉄百貨店 和歌山店］

www.d-kintetsu.co.jp/store/wakayama/
A 5-18 Tomoda-cho, Wakayama-shi, Wakayama
A +81-(0)73-433-1122 (switchboard)
C 10am-7pm
Jan 1st, Irregular holidays
1-min walk from JR Wakayama Sta.

｜Services offered｜
1. Nanki Shirahama’
s Kororin Panda Puff with a drop of milk (432 yen for 8), Drinkable Jelly
(peach and mandarin flavors, 390 yen for 160ml), and plums finished with honey, sugar or
golden shiso perilla (can be bought individually for 270 yen). 2. We have a vast collection
of local sake, including Kuroushi no-added-sugar“junmai”sake (2,646 yen for 1.8L). 3. We
are directly connected to JR Wakayama Station.
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These international-scale
Japanese sake brands
attract hordes of fans for
their profound taste.

We will use food to convey to you
the spirit of Kobe, f illed with
Japanese feeling and emotion.
Welcome to the modern-classical department store
which stands in the former foreign settlement of
Kobe. Kobe Foods Style on our B1 food floor presents
four separate sections which showcase Kobe s select
products: Table Plus+ (with its Kobe confectionery,
eat-in area and cafes), Household Dishes, the Taste of
Traditional Shops, and Fresh Foods and Groceries.

2

3

Kobe

神戸

Daimaru Kobe

［大丸神戸店］

www.daimaru.co.jp.e.md.hp.transer.com/
kobe/

1

1. Top-Quality Dassai 23 Junmai
Daiginjo (5,297 yen for a 720ml
deluxe box pack), characterized
by its elegant sweetness and scent
followed with a long aftertaste.
This top-level sake is the perfect
souvenir. 2. Buy your Kobe
Gyu Beef (2,484 yen for 100g)
at Kitchen Sugimoto. 3. This
stylish building embodies a mix
of old and new.

We are in a fine location
near the Atomic Bomb Dome
World Heritage Site.

｜Services offered｜

Both seasonal items and limited items
can be counted among our collections.
These are popular local Saijo Sake products
which come from the local breweries.

We appeal our large collections of Hiroshima brands and
small selections of brands from across Japan. We also
have tables for you to enjoy the food that you purchase
in-store. Our liquor section has 80 types of Japanese sake,
which focus on Hiroshima and its breweries such as Saijo
and Takehara. We also have popular Hiroshima lemon
products that are sold only in SOGO HIROSHIMA.
Hiroshima

A 40 Akashimachi, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi, Hyogo
B +81-(0)78-331-8121
C 10am-8pm 9,10F Restaurants 11am-9pm
Jan 1st
3-min walk from Motomachi Sta. (JR and Hanshin
lines)

広島

SOGO HIROSHIMA

［そごう広島店］

www.sogo-seibu.jp.e.ld.hp.transer.com/
hiroshima/

A 6-27, Motomachi, Naka-ku, Hiroshima-shi,
Hiroshima
B +81-(0)82-225-2111
C 10am-8pm / Main Bldg. 10F Restaurants 11am10pm
Irregular holidays
1-min walk from
Hiroshima Electric Railway Kamiyacho-West Sta.

1
Store
Exclusive

2

3

｜Services offered｜
1. Kamotsuru’
s Special Gold Top-Quality Sake (589 yen for 180ml, 1,059 yen for 300ml,
1,489 yen for a decorative 2-bottle gift box set of square and round bottles). 2.“Gateau
Festa Harada”Tigresse Citron Lemon Cake (270 yen), which features Setoda lemon and
cake dough over a chocolate base, can only be purchased here. 3. We occupy a desirable
location in the very center of the city.
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Welcome to our complete selection
of popular foods from the
Sunny Country : Okayama!

A voluminous tart packed with
fruits of the season.

Okayama s famous products are all gathered in the
Tenchika Food Garden on B1F. As Okayama is known
as the Fruit Kingdom, our Okayama fruits ̶ all grown
with the aid of Okayama s glorious sunshine ̶ are
especially popular. And our confectionery made with
the fruits of the season produce a deliciousness that can
only be sampled here.
Okayama

岡山

OKAYAMA TENMAYA

［天満屋岡山本店］

1

A 2-1-1 Omotecho, Kita-ku, Okayama-shi, Okayama
B +81-(0) 86-231-7111 C 10am-7:30pm
Jan 1st
［By Okayama Electric Tramway］
5-min from
Okayama Sta. by Seikibashi-bound tram, get off at
Yubinkyoku-mae Stop / Higashiyama-bound tram, get
off at Kencho-dori Stop［By Bus］
10-min from Okayama
Sta. by Tenmanya–bound bus, get off at Tenmanya Bus
Station Stop

3

2

www.tenmaya.co.jp/okayama/

｜Services offered｜
1. This Seasonal Fruits Tart (2,970 yen) courtesy of Fruits J Boutique provides you with a
taste exclusive to a specialty shop which loads up its tarts with local Okayama fruit.
2. Okayama’
s popular shops are gathered in the Hare no Kuni Kitchen Food Court, meaning
you will definitely find something you want to eat! 3. We also have a bus terminal annex.

We are right at the side of
Kurashiki Station bus terminal
and conveniently accessible.

1

A signature Okayama brand renowned for
its scent of amazake.

We moved to the east side of Kurashiki Station in
2008. Our B1 food floor, named the Shokusaikan,
offers plentiful supplies of fresh foods, Japanese and
Western confectionery, liquor and groceries. We have
ample local brands such as kibidango maker Koeido
and Otemanju. Many souvenirs are bought here by the
bustling crowds of shoppers.

Kurashiki

倉敷

KURASHIKI TENMAYA

［天満屋倉敷店］

www.tenmaya.co.jp/kurashiki/

2

3

A 1-7-1 Achi, Kurashiki-shi, Okayama
B +81-(0)86-426-2111
C 10am-7pm / 6F Restaurants 11am-10pm
Jan 1st
1-min walk from JR Kurashiki Sta. South Exit

｜Services offered｜
1. Otemanju (756 yen for 10) from Otemanju Inbeya, a brand with over 180 years of history.
2. We have a full lineup of local sake, including products blessed with Omachimai, sake rice
of the very highest quality. 3. We face the bus terminal on the east side of Kurashiki Station.
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The Kyushu Area is comprised of 7 prefectures, each of which has developed its
own distinct culture. The largest city on the island is Fukuoka, where yatai (food
stall) culture is still a permanent fixture on the streets of Tenjin, Hakata, Nakasu
and Nagahama today. Fukuoka is thus a city teeming with vitality. Meanwhile,
Kumamoto is noted for a magnificent natural landscape capable of leaving you
wide-eyed.
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Fukuoka is known for the glinting neon
scenery of Nakasu, made up of dozens of
food carts stationed along the Naka River.
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Tenjin is Kyushu’
s No.1 shopping quarter,
where the large-scale department stores
and fashion buildings line the streets!
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Fukuoka Prefectural Museum of Art

The magnificently decorated
Yamakasa floats are a summer
tradition for Hakata
(event held annually in July).
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Tens of thousands of people march through
the Hakata Dontaku Port Festival,
held annually in May.
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The narrow backstreets of the Yakuin
area boast a variety of refined shops
and cafés.
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[Airport Access]
Fukuoka Kuko Subway Line
(approx. 5min)
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Fukuoka Kuko Subway Line
(approx. 11min)

Hakata
Sta.
Tenjin
Sta.

*A circular route bus runs between Hakata Sta. and Tenjin Sta. for a fare of approx. 100 yen.
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The only one of its kind in Kyushu!
You can relish
this very special Godiva!

1
2

Store
Exclusive

3
4

Godiva, the chocolate
brand loved around
the world, has opened
three new concept
stores in Japan — and
we host one of them!
Your heart is bound
to flutter at the sight
of this glorious space
lined with special
sweets.

Hakata

博多

Hakata Hankyu

1. Atelier de Godiva contains a lineup of special sweets through which Godiva’
s chefs express
elements of deliciousness and surprise. This Coupe Chocolat is 918 yen (takeout only). 2. Within
Kyushu’
s shores, this Bâton D’
or (from 501 yen per box) is available at our store only. 3. Premium
Menbei (540 yen for five bags of 2) include mentaiko (pollock roe) kneaded into the dough. 4. We
are a short distance from Hakata Station, thus accessible via bullet train!

Full of uniquely fun things
you can only find here!
We are adjacent to JR Hakata Station and thus a convenient place for souvenirs. Our
B1F s Umachika area sells Japanese and Western spirits and household dishes, while
you can also dine in the Hankyu Umaka Shokudo. We have several shops making
their debuts in the Kyushu region, and we even put on performances by our HAKATA
KITCHEN BAND staff group (except on holidays and during busy season)! In short,
we pride ourselves on our highly unique offerings.
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［博多阪急］www.hankyu-dept.

co.jp/hakata/fl/english/

A 1-1 Hakataeki Chuo-gai, Hakata-ku, Fukuokashi, Fukuoka
B +81-(0)92-461-1381
C All buildings 10am-8pm / Fri & Sat B1-4F
10am-9pm, 5-8F 10am-8pm
No holidays (Although changes to opening
hours and closures may be brought about by
extreme weather, etc.)
Directly connected to JR Hakata Sta. / 1-min
walk from Hakata Metro Sta.

｜Services offered｜

The largest-scale department store
in Kyushu with a massive collection
of delicious Fukuoka products.
We are a large-scale department store with a host of
long-standing Fukuoka shops inside. Our appeal lies
in our sheer variety of products, including pure sake,
seasonal goods and, not least, our specialty store for the
internationally popular Dassai sake brand. So, come here
to savor superb and popular local products such as Horaku
Manju, freshly baked in-store, and the wasabi-accented
Nankan Inari deep-fried tofu and rice dish!
Fukuoka

We are the only
department store
in the land
to host a Dassai store.
You can even do
some sake tasting here!

福岡

Iwataya Main Store

［岩田屋本店］

1

www.i.iwataya-mitsukoshi.co.jp/
A 2-5-35 Tenjin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka
B +81-(0) 92-721-1111
C 10am-8pm /“Eat-in Paradise”Annex Restaurant
Arcade 11am-10pm
Irregular holidays
5-min walk from Nishitetsu Fukuoka (Tenjin) Sta., and
Tenjin Metro Sta.

3

2

｜Services offered｜
1. Our Dassai Store presents the popular Top-Quality Dassai 23 Junmai Daiginjyo (5,298
yen for 720ml, left) and Sanwari Kyubun (2,572 yen for 720ml, right). 2. Tatsumi Sushi’
s
Sukeroku Sushi (1,080 yen) is a Kannan Inari and Maki-Zushi (sushi roll) set. 3. Horaku
Manju (100 yen each), adored by the locals, come in two varieties: white azuki bean paste
and fine-grained azuki bean paste.

Enjoy eating the fruits of the
Japanese seasons at the busiest
quarter in Fukuoka.

Hanafru s Fruit Tart
is unsurpassed
in its use of
seasonal fruits.

We are located in the heart of Tenjin, Fukuoka s busy
quarter. At hanafru, which operates our grocery stores,
you can enjoy hugely popular tarts blessed with luxurious
amounts of seasonal fruits. Our appeal is enhanced by
our long lineup of shops including Itoking, which sells
confectionery containing Fukuoka s Amao Strawberries,
and the city s only branch of Tonkatsu Maisen.
Fukuoka
1
2

3

福岡

Fukuoka Mitsukoshi

［福岡三越］

www.m.iwataya-mitsukoshi.co.jp/
A 2-1-1 Tenjin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka
B +81-(0)92-724-3111 (main switchboard)
C 10am-8pm
Irregular holidays
Directly connected to Nishitetsu Fukuoka (Tenjin) Sta. /
3-min walk from Tenjin Metro Sta. / A short distance
from Tenjin-minami Metro Sta.

｜Services offered｜
1. A Shine Muscat Tart (3,240 yen, availability depends on the season), and the ever popular
Fruit Tart (1,980 yen). 2. A Fillet Cutlet Sandwich (843 yen for 6 slices) from Tonkatsu Maisen.
The Mini Burger (195 yen each) is also popular here. 3. The Doraking Nama (411 yen each),
containing an entire Amao Strawberry, is only available between November and May.
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hopping
Pleasure!

Shop to your heart’
s content!

Superb items you can only find in Japan
Japanese department stores may be popular for their depa-chika basement food floors, which offer several items
exclusive to Japan. But their attractive points are not confined to gourmet items and sweets alone! Many delightful
shopping experiences most likely await you on the other floors too, with their vast array of products and exhibitions of
Japanese hospitality.

NIHOMBASHI TAKASHIMAYA S.C.（P54）
「dear mayuko」

Point

01

Cosmetics

Counseling from beauty staff!
No one is completely immune to the beautifying allure of the cosmetics
floor. These floors not only have the latest trend-setting items but also
offer counseling from beauty staff which even includes checking the
condition of your skin with dedicated devices.

Kintetsu Department Store Main Store
ABENO HARUKAS（P59）
“TAKE-UP”

TAKASHIMAYA OSAKA STORE
（P57）
“Cosmetic Counter”
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Point

Department stores
exclusively for men!

03

Normally, we think of department
stores as a popular hangout for
women, but you might be surprised
to learn that Tokyo and Osaka also
have department stores exclusively
for men! Within these buildings, all
the products from floors B1 to 8F
are for men only!

Living &
Kitchen
Goods

Hankyu Men’s Tokyo（P55）
Hankyu Men’s Osaka
（P58）
Ginza Mitsukoshi（P53）
“Japan Edition” “Re-mix STYLE”

Point

04

Men’ s wear &
Accessories

Lots of famous handmade items!
Japan is a country with a strong culture of “monozukuri” or “handmade items,” and
department stores naturally display a lot of them. In recent years, the trend has been
for prominent manufacturers to become more design-conscious for a new generation
and thus give their products a younger look, which is proving popular.

Marui Imai Sapporo Main Store
（P10）
“Children’s Clothes”

Nihombashi Mitsukoshi
Main Store（P52）
“Watch Salon”

Search for“mature jewelry!”
In Japanese, the expression “hare no hi” is used
to refer to special days and anniversaries. And the
jewelry that you wear on those special days also
happens to be a specialty of department stores. Many
stores have watch salons which also appeal to men.

Point

02

Accessories

Point

05

Baby & Kids

Strictly high quality!
The Babycare and Kids sections of department stores have a
dazzling collection of Japanese items which embody strictly
high standards of fabric and sewing. They are also the ideal
places to look for baby shower gifts. Additionally, they contain
many brands which are popular among foreign customers.
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Experience even more pleasant shopping
in this New-style Hospitality Space.
Our newly refurbished 1F of the Main Building re-opened in October 2018 and
offers customers a more appealing and pleasant shopping space. Knowledgeable and
experienced concierges are stationed in every building and can respond to invidual
customer s needs in highly detailed fashion. Meanwhile, our Art Floor showcases
a wide range of work which spans both defining Japanese artists and the next
generation of up-and-comers, while the popular domestic and international brands
within our Watch Salon are also attracting attention.
1. Grand Seiko’
s SGBA389 (Nihombashi Mitsukoshi limited model / Men’
s — 734,400 yen, left) and
CITIZEN’
s EC1166-58A (Ladies’
— 84,240 yen, right). 2. Miyai’
s Eco Cloth (Japanese cloth and purse,
1404 yen) is available in the Main Building’
s 4F Everyday Goods Salon. 3. The Main Building 1F
has been re-designed around the concept of a shining white forest. 4. The Main Building is one of
Japan’
s important cultural properties.

3

Store
Exclusive
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日本橋

Nihombashi Mitsukoshi
Main Store

［日本橋三越本店］
www.mitsukoshi.co.jp/int/

A 1-4-1 Nihombashi-muromachi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3241-3311
C 10am-7pm / Main Bldg B1-1F, Annex B2-1F
10am-7:30pm
Jan 1st, Irregular holidays
1-min walk from Tokyo Metro Mitsukoshimae
Sta. (directly connected) / 5-min walk from Tokyo
Metro and Toei Subway Nihombashi Sta. / 7-min
walk from JR Shin-Nihombashi Sta. / 10-min walk
from JR Tokyo Sta.
It is possible to convert foreign
｜Services offered｜ * currency
into Japanese yen.

2
This statue symbolizes“sincerity,”the
basic philosophy Mitsukoshi adheres
to for its customers. Mr. Gengen
Sato, a master craftsman, spent ten
years producing this great work. The
statue was erected in 1960 at the
central hall on the first floor of the
main building, in celebration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the Mitsukoshi
Department Store. The statue depicts
the goddess wrapped in a swirl of
clouds at the moment she descends
to the flower stem, demonstrating
its breathtaking beauty.

4

1

Nihombashi

Our Watch Salon,
with its abundant selection of products,
also includes original models.

1

Look no further than here
for high-quality artworks and
traditional craft items!

This BaiPetit Bag from
Katayama Bunzaburo (4,104
yen) has been finished with
the traditional“Bai-shibori”
tie-dying technique. The
unnevenness of the dyed
pattern allows it to expand
and contract along with the
contents of the bag. It has
excellent storage capacity.

Ginza

2

3

4

銀座

Ginza Mitsukoshi

［銀座三越］

www.mitsukoshi.co.jp/g/int/

A 4-6-16 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3562-1111
C 10:30am-8pm / 9, 11, 12F Restaurants
11am-11pm
Jan 1st & 2nd, irregular holidays
Directly connected to Tokyo Metro Ginza
Sta. / 5-min walk from Exit 9 of Ginza-itchome
Metro Sta. / 9-min walk from the Chuo and
Ginza Exits of JR Yurakucho Sta.

｜Services offered｜

* It is possible to convert foreign
currency into Japanese yen.

1

1.“Japan Edition,”based on the theme of Japanese beauty, sells artworks and traditional craft items. 2.
Remix Style has a host of everyday items to brighten up each day. 3. This Ayaminamo Coffee Bowl
and Dish Pair Set from Noritake (cherry blossom, silver and gold paint; night-time cherry blossom,
silver and gold paint) sells for 32,400 yen. 4. We are directly connected to Ginza Metro Station. (All
prices are accurate as of September 30th, 2018.)

Here is the place to look for items which go
hand-in-hand with high-quality living.

We are a department store with enduring popularity across the world. Our 7th floor,
themed around the concept of Japanese Beauty, is teeming with items suited to a
high-quality and sophisticated lifestyle, including traditional craft items and cutlery
makers who serve as official suppliers of overseas royalty. We are a good place to shop
for presents and souvenirs, and we epitomize the abundantly calm and luxurious
atmosphere that can only be found in Ginza.
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1

Use natural cocoon skincare
to deliver thoroughly moist skin.

3

Each one of these
different scented bath
milks is 280 yen. They
will help create a nice,
soft hot water filled with
moisturizing sericin,
which prevents dryness
and makes for moist and
soft skin when you step
out of the bath.

4

Nihombashi
2
1. The Skincare Series from lifestyle promotion beauty brand“dear mayuko.”From the right we
have: Lotion (4,104 yen for 150ml), Innocent Skin Serum (8,424 yen for 20ml), and Milk (5,184 yen for
100ml). 2. You can test popular items at the counter. 3. We also have hair care products. 4. You can
sense the history from the appearances of the stores.

The brand new urban shopping center
promoting a new kind of lifestyle.
One of our attractive points is our Main Building which, in 2009, became the first
department store in Japan to be designated an important cultural property. Our New
Building opened in September 2018, reborn as a modern, urban shopping center. The
cosmetics section on the first floor of the Main Building has a huge variety of brands,
ranging from skin care products to color makeup items, and bustles with customers
from every income bracket.
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日本橋

NIHOMBASHI
TAKASHIMAYA S.C.

［日本橋髙島屋 S.C.］

www.takashimaya.co.jp/tokyo/store_
information/index.html
A 2-4-1 Nihombashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3211-4111
C 10:30am-7:30pm
Jan 1st
5-min walk from Yaesu North Exit of JR
Tokyo Sta. / Directly connected to Exit B2 of
Tokyo Metro Nihombashi Sta. / 4-min walk
from Toei Subway Nihombashi Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Yurakucho

有楽町

Hankyu Men’s Tokyo

［阪急メンズ東京］

www.hankyu-dept.co.jp/
mens-tokyo/english/

A 2-5-1 Yuraku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
B +81-(0)3-6252-1381
C 12pm-8pm (Mon & Tue) /
12pm-9pm (Wed-Fri) / 11am-9pm (Sat) /
11am-8pm (Sun & Holidays)
Jan 1st
1-min walk from Ginza Exit of
JR Yurakucho Sta. / Exit C4 of Tokyo Metro
Ginza Sta., Exit A0 of Tokyo Metro Hibiya
Sta.

｜Services offered｜

The luxury department store
for gentlemen.
We opened in 2011 with the concept of being a jet-setter-style store for
men who see the world as their stage. We pride ourselves on being the largest
specialist mens fashion building in the area, hosting items ranging from
formal business style to casual. Our fashion items encompass suits, shoes
and accessories, while we also have a fully stocked men s beauty corner with
skincare and fragrance products.
1. 2. GARAGE D.EDIT draws together a variety of up-and-coming creators’brands that we have
unearthed both inside and outside Japan, including Y/PROGECT, HAIDER ACKERMANN and
mastermind JAPAN. 3. We have a host of men’
s accessories which make for suitable gifts,
including neckties. 4. 1-min walk from Yurakucho Station.

2

3

From top-class international brands to wavemaking domestic brands made from strictly
selected materials, our Men’
s footwear section
contains only high-quality shoes.

4

A host of brands selected from
Hankyu Men s unique perspective,
under one roof.
1
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Why not take a completely
one-of-a-kind bag
on your stroll around Ueno?

1

The historic department store founded in the
Edo Period, transmitting the charms of Ueno!
Our renovation of the old South Building in November 2017 led to the opening of
Ueno-ga-Suki (I like Ueno) Station on B1. Here, you can find everything from
traditional sundries made by craftsmen to accessories made by young up-andcoming designers. The Ueno Information Center, meanwhile, is convenient both as
a source of tourist information and for souvenirs you can only purchase in Ueno.
2

Ueno

上野

Matsuzakaya Ueno

［松坂屋上野店］

www.matsuzakaya.co.jp/
ueno/

3

Only one of each item in the picture may be ordered.

The only long-standing
department store in the Hokuriku
region! If you want to buy a piece of
Kanazawa tradition,
look no further!

1. Every goat leather rucksack (39,960
yen) from Niten Ichiryu Souhonpo is
one-of-a-kind, and fantastic in both
design and functionality. 2. At the Ueno
Information Center, you can buy many
traditional Japanese artifacts including a
lacquered Hanakarakusa Bonbonniere
(3,700 yen for large, 3,200 yen for small)
from Uchiho Shikkiten. 3. Convenient
access from four nearby stations.

1

A 3-29-5 Ueno, Taito-ku, Tokyo
B +81（0）
3-3832-1111 (switchboard)
C 10am-8pm
Jan 1st
2-min walk from JR Okachimachi Sta. /
Directly connected to Tokyo Metro
Ueno-hirokoji Sta. / 3-min walk from
Tokyo Metro Naka-okachimachi Sta. /
1-min walk from Tokyo Metro Uenookachimachi Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Kanazawas traditional gold foil
has been applied to this magnificent
folding screen with clock.

Our 6F Kanazawa Yukobo area showcases local Ishikawa
craft items, textiles and other high-quality artifacts specific
to the Hokuriku region. Please enjoy Kanazawa Kinpaku
gold foil, Kutani ware, Yamanaka laquerware and Wajimanuri lacquerware, all of which embody the quintessentially
Kanazawan traditions of beauty and technique.
Kanazawa

金沢

DAIWA KOHRI NBO

［香林坊大和］

3

www.daiwa-dp.co.jp
A 1-1-1 Kohrinbo, Kanazawa-shi, Ishikawa
B +81-(0)76-220-1111
C 10am-7:30pm / 8F Restaurant Arcade 11am-9pm
(Last orders at 8pm)
Irregular holidays
10-min from JR Kanazawa Sta. East Exit by Kohrinbobound bus
（Opposite the Kohrinbo Bus Stop）

｜Services offered｜

2
1. 2. Hanamidori display a traditional design of little birds hovering over cherry blossoms.
Kanazawa golden foil has been torn by hand and pasted onto the background, giving the
picture a beautiful air of solidity. The Hanamidori Folding Screen with Clock is 21,600 yen, and
the Hanamidori Money Box is 32,400 yen (B5 size). 3. We are located on Hyakumangoku-dori
Avenue, right in the city center.
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1

Cut across the boundaries of
more than 70 brands

to find the best items for you.

Feel free to try out our variegated lineup of cosmetics
in our Celvoke Makeup Item Corner, including
products from Shiseido, COSME DECORTE and JILL
STUART. You can get your skin checked anytime with
our in-store measuring instruments, or attend one of
our events, including seasonal advice seminars.

2

3
4

Namba

難波

Takashimaya
Osaka Store

［大阪タカシマヤ］

www.takashimaya.co.jp/osaka/
store_information/
A 5-1-5 Namba, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6631-1101
C 10am-8pm (until 8:30pm on Fri & Sat) /
Namba Dining Maison 11am-11pm
Jan 1st
Directly connected to Namba Sta. (Municipal
Subway, Nankai lines) and Osaka-Namba Sta.
(Hanshin, Kintetsu lines)

｜Services offered｜

1

1. Our cosmetics counter staff will provide advice that transcends brand boundaries. 2. From
MADAMA we have a Long Necklace (199,800 yen) comprised of — clockwise from top-left — a
Bracelet (18cm, 32,400 yen), an Anklet (25cm) and a Necklace (40m). 3. The Betta Feeding Bottle
(2,484 yen for 240ml) is designed to provide a similar sensation to breastfeeding. 4. Our store is in
Namba’
s front porch!

Your place for new encounters with
Made in Japan products.
We are directly connected to every line at Namba Station. Our 1F cosmetics counter
offers not only the most renowned brands, but also domestic brands made exclusively
from vegetable ingredients. Furthermore, in our 1F ladies accessories section
MADAMA, which only handles pure non-color-adjusted pearls, you can build your
own accessories by putting the various parts together yourself! That way, you can
finally meet with the individual combination that works for you.
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1

2

This Made in Japan shirt
has been sewn together by artisans,
stitch by stitch.

3
4

Umeda

梅田

Hankyu Men’s Osaka

［阪急メンズ大阪］
1. Hitoyoshi offers products which have been entirely produced by artisans, right down to the
finest detail. 2. Hankyu Men’
s uses silk on both the inside and outside — something nobody else
does (5,184 yen). 3. Our 1F men’
s Shoe Section has an abundant supply of high-quality leather
products. 4. Easy to access from both Hankyu Umeda Station and JR Osaka Station.

A specialty men s fashion store on
the largest scale in Japan!
We gather brands at the peak of international men s fashion ranging from the
orthodox to those at the cutting edge of trends. Each floor has a different brand fashion
taste, while we also have a wide selection of men s cosmetics and accessories. An
English interpreter is permanently stationed at the 1F information counter, where you
can also complete the tax-free shopping process.
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www.hankyu-dept.co.jp/mens/
english/index.html
A 7-10 Kakuda-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0)6-6361-1381
C 11am-8pm (Mon & Tue) /
11am-9pm (Wed-Fri) / 10am-9pm (Sat) /
10am-8pm (Sun & Holidays)
Jan 1st
4-min walk from Hankyu Umeda Sta. / 4-min
walk from Midosuji Exit of JR Osaka Sta.

｜Services offered｜

Filled with Made-in-Japan
items that reveal highly detailed
craftsmanship.

1

You will want to keep on using
this Osaka Naniwa Suzuki tumbler
for years!

Osaka Naniwa Suzuki, located in the 9F Kurashi no Design
KITAS area, and the 1F s TAKE-UP with its accessories
made by craftsmen are but two shining examples of our wide
selection of Japanese handiwork. We also host original brands
from a Hiroshima shoemaker, as well as American sports
lifestyle apparel from Champion.
Abeno

阿部野

Kintetsu Department Store
Main Store ABENO HARUKAS

［近鉄百貨店 あべのハルカス近鉄本店］

abenoharukas.d-kintetsu.co.jp/
A 1-1-43 Abenosuji, Abeno-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
B +81-(0) 6-6624-1111 (switchboard)
C B2-3.5F 10am-8:30pm / 4-11F 10am-8pm / 12-14F
“ABENO HARUKAS Dining”Restaurant Arcade 11am11pm / B2F“ABENO Ichiba Shokudo”10am-10pm
Jan 1st
Just outside the West Ticket Gate of
Tennoji Metro Sta. / 1-min walk from the Central Ticket
Gate of JR Tennoji Sta. / Just outside the West Ticket
Gate of Kintetsu Osaka-Abenobashi Sta.

3

2

4

｜Services offered｜
1. Old Kuro Migaki (12,960 yen), Medium Tumbler Aka Migaki (10,800 yen), Large Tumbler
Shiro Migaki (13,500 yen). 2. TAKE-UP’
s items (from the right): Akoya Pearl Cubic Pierced
(43,200 yen, 18-carat / 10-carat) and necklace (46,440 yen, 18-carat), Pearl Catch Pierced
(11,800 yen for flower, 12,960 yen for halo). 3. Champion. 4.SPINGLE MOVE shoes sell
for around 20,000 yen.

A design from which elegance emerges.
Traditional techniques live on through
these craft items.

1

Stacked with Kumamoto specialty
products, including Higozogan
artifacts which convey both local
tradition and culture.
We are comprised of four buildings: Main, East, New-S
and WING. Our Main Building s 5F gift salon is
home to accessories and straps which use elements of
Higozogan, Kumamotos traditional craft items. We
have several motifs which are fit for souvenirs, including
those featuring Kumamoto Castle or the famous local
Kumamon mascot, who doubles as both the prefecture s
Business Ambassador and Happiness Ambassador.
Kumamoto

2

3

©2010
熊本県くまモン
#K22860

熊本

Tsuruya Department Store

［鶴屋百貨店］

www.tsuruya-dept.co.jp/
A 6-1 Tetorihoncho, Chuo-ku, Kumamoto-shi,
Kumamoto B +81-(0)96-356-2111
C 10am-7pm / Fri & Sat 10am-7:30pm / New-S 10:30am8pm
Some Tuesdays on an irregular schedule
1-min walk from Kumamoto City Tram Torichosuji Sta.

｜Services offered｜

1. 2. Higozogan is a traditional craft form which involves driving pure gold or pure silver into
the principal iron material and creating a unique design. Making waves at the moment are
accessories such as the Necklace (15,120 yen) and the Brooch (12,960 yen), as well as the
Kumamon Strap (7,560 yen) and Kumamoto Castle Strap (8,640 yen). 3. You can enjoy a
light meal in our Main Building B1F Food Court,“OiCia.”
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JAPANESE
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DEPA-CHIKA and JAPAN-EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS

http://www.departinfo.com/

,
We support Japan s department stores!
Shopping in Japan would be incomplete without them!

Gift

Novelty Goods
Present Campaign

Delicious to eat,
satisfying to buy.

Bring this booklet to any of the stores appearing within during the period
stated below (individual department store holidays excepted) and if you
spend over a certain amount of money, you can receive a Hello Kitty
Washi Memo (notepad made of Japanese paper) as a gift.
Valid through

Dec. 31st, 2019

*As stocks are limited, please ask at the in-store tax-free counter or information desk for further details.
Offer available while stocks last.

ENGLISH
TAKE ONE FOR FREE

SIZE：85×85mm, 15 sheets
© 1976, 2018 SANRIO CO., LTD.
APPROVAL NO. G592314

Translation: Chris Gould

Scan the QR code for the most useful information on Japanese Department Stores.
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